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The School year 201 1-2012has been yet another successful

and eventful year of hard work towards excellence, with
dynamic leadership, competent management, improved
technology and our ever-supportive parents and

conscientious staff and students, all contributing to our
phenomenal success!

Credit for our smooth functioning goes to the Headmasters

atthe 3 Schools, the Headmistress and Supervisor, with their
dedicated team of teaching and Office Staff. As everyone is

aware, it is not easy for our Schools to deal with the many

challenges that we face on a daily basis, but with my broad

shoulders to lean on, our Heads have sailed through these

turbulent times and we have had an excellent vear of
achievements, against many odds.

The Academic Year ended with our negotiations with
Educom p, for thei r'smartlclass' Aud io Visual Propram me at

all our 3 Schools, culminating in the signing of our
Agreement for 5 years @ Rs. 1000/- per child per year. This

has been worked out initially for 32 classrooms in each of
our Schools, with maintenance and technical upgradation

being assured by Educomp through the contract period.
Moreover, a technician will be available on site at each of
our Schools, to ensure the smooth functioning and regular

upgradations of the systems and also tutoring the teachers.

Teachers have undergone extensive training during the
Summer Vacation. A timetable has been worked out so that

all our students will benefit by this program. lt is their
dedication and co-ordinated hard work in an attempt to
upgrade the standard of the school and shape the character,

which has increased the knowledge and inculcated good

values in our children.

Last year, with the concerted effort of our teachers, our
students have rewarded the school by achieving excellent
standards both in academic and other learning and co-
curricu lar activities.



We strive to educate our children in the finer things of life

that need to be protected and cherished and with every

passing year, the resilience we equip them with will ensure

that they grow in stature and be worthy examples for others

to follow. lt is therefore necessary that we recognize the

requirements that progress imposes on us and accordingly

prepare our children to adapt to the situations beyond the

safe confines of an institution like ours, as they come face to

face with new career opportunities. In this context it is

imperative that the right choice of subjects under the correct

stream, best suited to the individual's interests and

capabilities, need to be selected if education is to prove

productive and meaningful for him in the future.

While many of our students have striven to do their best in

the true spirit of The Bishop's School, and have been

suitably awarded, it is participation which is a key element

in all School events and life in general' "AIl are winners" - it

is only the degree of winning which determines who takes

the podium and who does not!

Frank Freese

CEO & Hon. Secretary
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Without words the linguist & the educator would be bereft
of the tools of his or her trade; and so, to emphasize the fact
that I am still part of that very special band of people who
call themselves 'teachers' I shall use words that have
managed to make inroads into the evolving vocabulary that
has, over the many years, expanded through interaction
with the delightful children, young adults & colleagues who
have become part of my existence as a 'learner,& a ,teacher,.

ln this edition of 'The Crozier' I shall endeavour to put
together a fold of acceptable words that reflect an educator,s
thoughts on what 'flotsam & jetsam, have managed to
encroach into the realms of our unique world at Undri. lt is
with pride that one can boast of not only achievements in
the classroom and the games field; but to ,crow,

unabashedly about the manner in which our inter-human
relationships have created such a pleasant working
environment for children, parents and staff despite
upheavals in the cosmos surrounding our Utopia for the
young. In a world of preparation and training; the future is

molded carefully despite the efforts of those who might
want materialistic and baser inputs to make inroads into the
innocence that we need to nurture during the growing years

of our 'saplings'. The vocabulary of a student is a passport to
life beyond the confines of his or her alma mater; words
need 'understanding' and 'living out,, they must be
experienced. They should not only be in text book print -
they must be sensed. Sportsmanship, camaraderie,
teamwork, compassion, inventiveness, responsibility, hurt,
joy, despondency, determination, self-esteem, integrity,
resourcefulness.....the list goes on an on...we build on this
list, and Cod willing the accumulation will not end when a
child leaves this institution or the reflection of last vear,s
activities fade into oblivion.

Metaphorically speaking, education in The Bishop,s Co-Ed.
School, Undri, is a dictionary of meaningful words from
which our children make sentences and essays from their
own experiences, sometimes erring in construction and



spelling, but correcting mistakes and developing a life that

makes a unique blend of form and personality. lnto the wild

world of many tongues & multitudinous languages we send

these budding ambassadors of linguistic expertise lovingly

crafted by their teachers, and their own intrepid natures. I

have over the many years gleaned much from the honing of

a child's oral & written aptitudes, my harvest is bountiful

when I read their contributions in the school magazine; as I

am certain will all those who have a personal investment in

the progress of their children take delight in what they read

between the covers of this edition.

Words lovingly written are a balm to the wounds in the

garbled language spoken in a deeply divided, selfish and

troubled world - may the young bring to our speeches &

writings, the kind of terminology that will put to rest our

doubts about the future for we shall only find synonyms to

love & antonyms to hate in their personal thesaurus. The

writings & expressions of our children tell us that they have

made " honesty the breath of their souls". There is no other

legacy that education could bequeath to them to surpass

this. Read, enjoy, absorb, digest....then their efforts will be

worthwhile.

H. Soggee
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The days of our childhood are the days of our glory. Let us

not rob the little ones of their babyhood. The world of
fantasy, the world of colour, the world of music should
captivate their minds and make them feel comfortable,
happy, joyful and most important feel rooted.

The first step into the world of education with its cement
infrastructure should be transformed into a beautiful fairy
land where the little ones learn and love to belong.
Strangers, grim structures, a different way of life in school is

surely very different from the cocoon of their homes with
their parents at the epicenter.

The teachers indeed take on the first Herculean task of
weaning away these little minds from the security and love
of their homes. The kindergarten should surely be a bed of
roses, the fragrance of which will linger on and lend charm
to their later years. The staff strive to create an environment
of enchantment through charts, models, playgrounds,
nature walks, art and craft activities, story telling etc; these
help in enhancing not only their mental faculties but are
emotionally stabilizing and preparing an easy way to
education in the higher classes. This is indeed the age
where a stable foundation in all spheres is laid and their early
days at school become precious memories recorded in their
hearts on the sands of time.

As Edward Young said, "Humble love and not proud reason,

keeps the door of Heaven"

And we try to make the world of the very young a heaven on
earth filled with the love of the caring teacher. The hands

that mould the very young are the hardworking and ever
gentle hands of the teachers in the Pre-Primary and primary

departments who gently guide our toddlers in their first steps

toaworld of knowledge.

M. Fernandes

Supervisor
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The 6th Founder's Day, of the Bishop's Co- Ed School, Undri was held on 4th February )012. A special service was
conducted in the morning to mark this significant day. Reverend llumesh Jacob led the congregation in prayer and in
the service. At Bishop's we believe that'Happiness lies in giving.'This spirit was evident as beautifully pacl<aged

hampers were sent to many orphanages.

The evening was vivacious, as the theme to commemorate the day was, 'Caribbean Calypso Night.'The live band
played the beautiful Caribbean numbers that enthralled the crowd present, bringing them to their feet on the floor. The
well organ ized games and spot prizes saw many take home attracti,ye prizes.

To top it all was a scrumptious banquet that was laid out, befitting the theme.

MRS. M. FREESE
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PII$FIICT$ INTTH$TITTITTN C$NIIDIONY

T
I he Headmaster, Mr. H.Soggee, welcomed the schooldignitaries and parents. The CEO & Hon. Sec. of The Bishops

School, Mr.Frank R. Freese began the ceremony with a prayer and administered the oath of office, ties of honour and
badges to the newly elected Prefects for the academic year. Kishan Koradiya and Rashi Coyal were elected the Head
Boy and Head Cirl, along with the House Captains, Vice Captains and Prefects of the different disciplines of the school.
The School Choir was a momentous part of the formal procedure which is a feature of the glorious tradition of The
Bishop's Co-Ed. School, Undri.

The office bearers were as follows:

Head Boy: Kishan Koradiya

Head Cirl: RashiGoyal

House Captains:

O'connor
Captain: Advait Taware
Vice Captain: Insiya Kachwala

Wintle
Captain: Prateek Shekade
Vice Captain: Simran Saggu

Rae

Captain: Akarsh Shukla
Vice Captain: Sagarika Rukari

Young

Captain: Aniket Mishra
Vice Captain: Anuja Watve

Mrs. Dutta
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"When a team outgrows individual performance and learns team confidence
excellence becomes a reality."Joe Paterno

The academic year 2011-2012 began with great gusto with the lnvestiture Ceremony
of the House Captain, Pratik Shekade and Vice Captain Mrunal Paygude. The words of
our motto "The Best ls Yet To Be" strengthened our determination to take our House to
the pinnacle of success.

The scoreboard opened with the football season where we stood third on an overall
basis. This was soon followed by the Inter House Boxing Championship which was a
new event added in the school planner. lt was really a matter of pride for the House to
see many amateur boxers stepping into the ring for the very first time. Our House
bagged lstposition. Hereamentionmustbemadeof boxerslikeAatish Bandal, Kartik
Bandal, Harsh Deokar and specially Shruti Vaidya who was judged as the most
scientific boxer and was also awarded the Principal's Special Prize.

No sooner was the boxing over than it was time to train the melodious voices for the upcoming event considered to be

the most awaited event of the year "The Inter House Singing Competition" which enabled us to secure the second
position.

The Volleyball(Cirls & Boys) and the Throwball (Cirls) Tournaments had us up 7 points with a landslide victory over all
the other houses!

Then it was time to prepare for athletics where our students could exhibit their talents of speed, stamina and strength in
theformofalltrackandfieldevents.Thischampionshipsawusinthethirdplace, however,athleteslikeEthanNsowah
and Mrunal Paygude brought laurels for the house by receiving the trophies for the best athlete in their respective
divisions.

ln conclusion I would like to mention that overall, the academic year 2011-2012 was a year full of entertainment,
competition and wonderful experiences of learning and fun which has taught us to know our weaknesses and our
strengths so that we may improve each year and reach to the top. A special thanks to all the staff who rendered their
valuable time and support wheneverwe needed them and also to students fortheir co-operation throughout the year.

Mr. A. Maity
House master
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Young house had a lot of challenges to face in the year 2O11-12 as it was not an easy

one. With our motto "Building citizens for tomorrow" we started the year trying to

learn from our previous failures. With hands wide open, many opportunities and

challengeswereawaiting us.Attimeswewelcomedtheopportunitieswithaneager
heart, at times we faced the challenges with greater courage and at times we had to

digest our failures. There were moments of joy wherein allteachers and students

contributed in their own way and ability for the house. Their efforts and participation

was very encouraging.

The fixture started with football which was excellently contested. By the end of the

tournament we stood in the third position. In Table Tennis, the students worked hard

and the results were fruitful. We secured the first position in the same. We had a hard

time in the Cricket tournament. We stood fourth in the inter-house cricket

tournament. In the Boxing tournament too, we struggled a lot and stood fourth but we are delighted for our participant

Saurav Shivale was selected as the best boxer in the junior division'

In sports like Volley-ball, Throw-ball and Badminton we secured the third place. March-Past again was not very

pleasing. We received thethird place in March-Past.

lnspite of the failures, Young house experienced success in a few areas. We secured first position in games like Chess

and Tug-of-war. lwould like to thank allthe sportsmen of our house and congratulate the winners who managed to

bring our hopes back.

The most awaited event of the year, which is the Inter-house music competition was very exciting. Although we

secured overall third position for the inter-house singing competition, the Young House Choir was excellent and was

placed first in the senior group song.

ln the Inter-house Debate competition we were placed first for which we are thankful to Anantha Hedge, Sanjana

Pawar and Kaustav Sai kia.

Finally, I would like to thank the staff who put in their valuable time and unending support and the students for

participating. lalsothankallthe Heads, Co-ordinators, fortheirco-operation and supportthroughouttheyear.

Mr. Ashish Hiwale
House master



O'CONNON HOU$Itr IT$POITT
"Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail".

O'connor House has definitely left a trail when it comes to curricular and extra-
cu rricu lar activities.

The Bishop's School provides a kaleidoscope of extra-curricular activities, community
involvement programmes and school events which support our rich education
programmes. These activities mould the students into informed, confident and active
learners and prepare them for the world ahead. The team of O'connor House have the
well defined motto of - "Every child, every change, everyday" and "Arise, awake and stop
not until the goal is achieved" embedded into their hearts and minds which has indeed led
them to victory in various activities and helped them reach their goals.

It was an honour for O'connor House students as well as teachers to be the overall champion as we won the Cock
House Trophy for this year 2011 - 2012,

The fixture began with The Inter-House Football tournament where our Seniors, Juniors and Sub-Juniors gave an
excellent performance and overall we stood second.

We gave tough competition to the other houses and stood second in Badminton, Table Tennis and Throwball.

In chess and Extempore Speech, o'connor House attained the 3rd position.

In the much loved game of Cricket, theJuniors gave an excellent performance and bagged the 1st position but were
disappointed by the Seniors as they stood fourth. There is no doubt that our junior and senior cricket teams strove hard
and thus led us to success.

In the Boxing Tournament, O'connor House had a number of boys participating, and it was a pleasure to watch the
techniques of our courageous boxers.

TheVolley Ballteam made us proud bywinningthe competition.

The Inter- House Debate was extremely exciting as our team managed to win again!

It was a moment of grace, pride and honour to watch our house flag fly high as our students marched in dignity,
securing the first place in the march past.

Extending education beyond the confines of the classroom, the school cultivates in students the values of team spirit,
discipline and healthy competition through a variety of sporting activities.

Nevertheless we secured the 2nd position overall in sports.

The tug of war eventually was towed away by our house securing the 2nd position.

Ready....Cetset...gointotheworldofmusic!Ourhouse leftnostoneunturnedastheyjingledawaywiththefirstprize
and the overall first position for the musical competition in which they hit their notes to the tunes of the song "Peace
be sti|1... ".

Obstacles are those frightful things you see when you take your eyes off your goals. Team spirit, dedication and hard
workgo hand in hand to accomplish great heights.



0'c(tNN(tn Hou$Ii lilip(trrf
Nobody trips over mountains. lt is the small pebbles that cause you to stumble. Pass all the pebbles in your path and

you will find you have crossed the mountain. O'connor House has definitely left a mark while setting standards for

tougher competitions.

I would like to thank all the Heads, Co-ordinators, staff of O'connor House and students for their constant support and

cooperation throughout the year.

"success is not final, failure is not fatal: it is the courage to continue that counts." And O'connor House has given their

best and strived hard to achieve their goals.

Mr. G. George

Housemaster
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"When the great scorer comes, And marks against his name,

He writes not whether you won or lost But how you played the game

The year as usual posed many challenges for Rae House but together we chose to view
them as stepping stones to success, though stumbling at a few places, but never stopping
and always struggl ing for success.

The captain of Rae House was Akarsh Shukla and vice captain was Sagarika Rukari.

The games seasons forthe year 2011-2012 started with football and everyone tried hard
and they did it by putting in their best, but that did not turn out to be quite rewarding for Rae
House, as we came third.

TheothersportseventsfortheyearweretheTableTennisTournament whereRaeHousestood
first. In the chess Tournament, Rae House stood third.

In the Inter House Cricket Tournament, Rae House excelled and won the cricket championship.

In the Inter House Badminton Tournament once again Rae House outclassed the other three houses and emerged as

champions.

In the lnter House boxing Championship all the houses did their best and displayed all their skills. Rae House stood
second in this competition. In thethrowball competition Rae house stood third.

Athletics fills the athletes with more enthusiasm that any other sports as here they get a chance to prove their individual
worth and shine and get noticed by everyone. They struggled hard with vigour and skill to be the fastest jump the
highest and longest and to throw the farthest striving and competing against each otherto be number one.

Rae House in the Athletics had done exceptionally well as it was the runners up in the Tug-Of-War. In the March past,

Rae House stood Second. And so at the end without any doubt Rae House emerged as winners of the Inter House
Athletic Meet.

The best Athletes among the boys were Tejas Page and Siyag Pagare and the best Athletes among girls were Shrutika
Abnave and Saiyukta Nimbalkar.

In conclusion I would like to take this opportunity to thank our Heads, Co-ordinators and all the Staff members of Rae
House fortheirconstant support and co-operation thatthey have rendered towards the House.

Mr. W. David
House master
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"Coodbye may seem forever. Farewell is like the end, but in my heart is the memory and there you will always be."

The year 2O11 -12 was defin itely going to be a very special one for the Class X students as they were privileged to be the

first ICSE batch. The evening was one filled with nostalgia. The theme for this evening was: - "Our Eaglets taking their

first flight". Our young students were transformed into young men and women looking radiant in their formal attire.

The evening began with a prayer from our C.E.O. and Honorary Secretary, Mr. Frank Freese. This was followed by the

handing over of the flags to our C.E.O. and Honorary Secretary, Mr. Frank Freese, symbolizing that their duties and

responsibilities as Captains also end on this auspicious day. Then there was the presentation of Souvenirs to the

students, things they would hold dear to them for the rest of their life, reminding them that each one was special, a

THOROUCH BISHOPITE.

It was an emotional moment for the Head Boy, Kishen Koradiya, when he delivered his speech, recalling all the

important events that had made an impact on him and how he would rememberthe school forever. Beingthe first Head

Boy besides all the responsibilities was a privilege. One of our parents, Mr. S. Kampani addressed the gathering giving

the student good advice on the future that lay ahead of them and expressing his sincere gratitude to the school for all

that it had done and does for its students.

Our C.E.O. and Honorary Secretary, Mr. Frank Freese, in his valedictory speech spoke about how young eaglets get

their wings and how they take their first flight. He also gave them valuable advice and guidance on the future that lay

ahead of them. As a token of appreciation our students presented our C.E.O. and Honorary Secretary, Mr. Frank Freese

with a photograph of the Class X students. The Head Girl, Rashi Coyal delivered the Vote of Thanks not forgetting to

mention and thank everyone who had been a part of the Bishop's family at Undri.

Finally the combined choir of the staff and students sang the song, "lmpossible Dream" which added flavor to the

occasion.

The evening ended with a sumptuous dinner for all present and the batch of 2011-2012bid a formal adieu to their

school.

Mr. C. Gaynor
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Cricket, as we all know is a sport that is famous throughout the world. Most of our youngsters enjoy this sport and

therefore in order to encourage this sport among our children at Bishop's School Undri, every year we conduct Inter-

House tournaments.

This year the lnter House Cricket Tournament was conducted from 21 st January 2012 to Bth February 2012 wherein

students from Std lV to Vlll participated after undergoing a selection process, in which players were selected from their

respective Houses and teams were formed accordingly. The selection process was followed by thorough training and

practice sessions.

The matches were conducted on a league basis underthe UNDER-12 and UNDER-14 categories. The game was played

on a limited over basis i.e. B overs for the U nder-l 4 and 6 overs for the U nder-l 2 category. All matches were conducted

in a professional mannerwith awellequipped field and good cricketgearforthe players.

All matches were well contested by the four Houses who put in their best on field keeping up the true spirit of

sportsmanship. Every player performed to the best of his ability. A number of players showcased their individual talents

which left spectators spell bound.

The fi nal resu lts of the tou rnament are as fol lows.

HOUST POINTS POSTTION
HOUSE POINTS POSITION

RAE :

O'CONNOR

WINTIE

YOUIIC 
'

The UNDER 12 finals was played between Wintle and Rae House on a '10 over basis and Wintle emerged as Winners of

the UNDER 12 category.

Our gratitude to the Headmaster for his guidance, our Cames Secretary, the Housemasters/ Mistresses, our school

P.T.l's fortheir constant help and to the support staff who have put in a lot of hard work'

Incharge

Vishwadeep Kamble

WINTLE

RAE

O'CONNOR

YOUNC
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Hindi is spoken in India and 16 other countries. Hindi is the second most spoken language in the world, after Chinese.
About 500 million people speak Hindi, in India and abroad, and the total number of people who can understand the
language may be 800 million.

Hindi elocutionwasheldon 23.2.l2and24.2.l2classeslVtolXtookpartinthiscompetetition.Thejudgesforthis
event were Monica Sharma, Santosh Ahlawat, Arha D'souza and Mrs. Jyoti Sagger (Head of H indi Facu lty, The Bishop's
School, Camp)

The program began with the welcome of the judges followed by elocution. The prose and poetry pieces were
beautifully presented by the students of each house. A lot of hard work by the staff and students was involved in
bringing out such wonderful performance. Finally the names of the winners were announced. Sairaj Patil and lsha
Saxena were declared as the best speakers in junior and senior category. The overall result was - Rae came first
followed byWintle in the second place and afterthatwas O'Connor in the third place with Young in the fourth place.

Our judges Monica Sharma, Santosh Ahlawat, Asha D'souza and Mrs. Sagger encouraged and appreciated the
performances of al I the partici pants.

Shubha Singh

Hindi Depaftment
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Little ones dressed in shimmering colorful clothes, faces done up beautifully and all set to enjoy a very pleasant

morning that marked the beginning of a memorable 5th Junior School Sports & P. T. Display held on 25th November

2011.

The Cuest of Honor was our CEO & Hon. Secretary, Mr. Frank R. Freese accompanied by the Heads of our sister

schools namely, The Bishop's, Camp and The Bishop's Co-Ed School Kalyaninagar.

A lot of hard work, both by the students and staff, finally culminated on 25th November 2011 when the babies of

Nurserv, LKC and UKC participated in novelty races like,'TheJungle Rumble' ,'PizzaMania','Cinderella'sCoach',
Dhobi Ghat,to name a few. These races were thoroughly enjoyed by one and all, especially to find the 3 & 4 year olds

helping each other in the relay races- with exemplary spirit of co-operation! A number of future marathon runners

ernerged in the flat races held for classes 2 & 3!

The crowning glory was the p.T Display 'Kaleidoscope in nature' which was a treat to watch. Children portrayed the

elements of nature namely, the bees, birds, butterflies, sunrays, flowers and water. The spectators were wonderstruck

to see 200 students who lived u p to the expectations of their dear teachers.

The morning ended with two special races, one for the parents and the other for the support staff (ladies). The parents

and the support staff enthusiastically participated in their respective races, which only goes to prove that they enjoyed

the morn ing thoroughly.

Mrs. Anfali Deore
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A BRIEF REPORT

This was the first year that 'Boxing' was introduced in our school. lt was a new sport for our students to experience and

learn. It was very encouraging to see students participating in such large numbers. Our CEO & Hon. Sec. Mr. Frank R.

Freese, was the Chief Cuest for our Boxing Finals. A number of bouts ended in split decisions. The audience was

enthralled by the standards set in some bouts. We look forward to more pugilists in the upcoming year and hope that

they display greater skill and box with more confidence in the future.

A. C. Lindsay

Sport's Secretary

RESULTS.

Wintle House won the lnter-House Boxing Competition with a tally of 54 points. Rae House was the runner up with 50

points,. O'connor House stood third with 45 points and Young House was fourth with 31 points. There were 11 Bouts

forthe Finals and the results were as follows:-

1. funior Division - Middle Weight (Cirls)

- Runner up

2. Sub-funior Division - Mosquito Weight (Boys)

3. funior Division

- Light Middle Weight (Boys)

- Light Heavy Weight (Boys)

- Bantam Weight (Boys)

- Light Welter Weight (Boys)

- Welter Weight (Boys)

- Light Middle weight (Boys)

- Heavy Weight (Boys)

- Middle Weight (Boys)

- Heavy Weight (Boys)

- Winner

- Rucha Choudhari

- Winner

- Runner up

- Winner

- Runner up

- Winner

- Runner up

- Winner

- Runner up

- Winner

- Runner up

- Winner

- Runner up

- Winner

- Runner up

- Winner
- Runner up

- Winner

- Runner up

- Winner
- Runner up

- Shruti Vaidya

- Preet Saindane

- Harsh Deokar

- Rushikesh Pokale

- Aditya Rai

- Aryaman Malhotra

- Arjun Mahajan

- Shashank Hota

- Shravan Bogar

- Saurav Shivale

- Ridhant Sangamnerkar

- Adesh Shinde

- Tanish Shah

- Mayur Bandal

- Julian Francis

- Emad Khan

- Kirtish Cheyyur

- Vaibhav Bandal

- Vaibhav Bhalerao

- Atish Bandal

- Brendon Edmonds

4. Senior Division



Special Prizes

1. Best Loser

2. Best Boxer

3. Best Loser

4. Best Boxer

5. Best Loser

6, Best Boxer

7. Best Loser

B. Best Boxer

9. Rookie of the Year

10. Rookie of the Year

1 1. Principal's Special

Maj. Dubbal

were also awarded to the boxers for
- (Sub-Jun ior Division)

- (Sub-J un ior Division)

- flunior Division)

- flunior Division)

- (Senior Division)

- (Senior Division)

- (Cirls)

- (Cirls)

- (Boys)

- (Girls)

Prize for the Most Scientific Boxer

the following categories:

- Harsh Deokar

- Rushi Pokale

- Ridhant Sangamnerkar

- Saurav Shivale

- Vaibhav Bhalerao

- Vaibhav Bandal

- Rucha Choudhari

- Shruti Vaidya

- Pushkar Uke

- Vedika Nanadoskar

- Shruti Vaidya

II
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A BRIEF REPORT

In keeping with the teachings of Gandhiji of keeping one's neighbourhood clean the students of classes lX and X went
out in the area around the school and cleaned the garbage strewn allaround. Armed with shovels, brooms, garbage

bags etc the students picked up all the plastic and paper that they found on the ground. This they did with great

enthusiasm, ignoring the curious glances of the bystanders and locals. After a tiring but highly satisfying experience
towards community service students returned to the school; their message to the surrounding populace loud and clear-
- clean I iness is next to godl i ness.

A. Kulkarni

'r ' W*-

A Clean Sweep
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On arriving at the CRPF camp at Talegaon, the students were directed to the exhibition enclosure where they were
briefed by the NDRF personnel on the safety equipment used during rescue operations. The improvisation of simple
household items and sporting equipment used as floats and life jackets during floods or a tsunami was an eye opener for
all. Later on the students were treated to a scintillating mock drill as carried out during a natural calamity like an

earthquake. The NDRF team put on a splendid show displaying their rescue techniques, First-Aid and cutting
equipment. lt was the rescue dogs who stole the show, sniffing out potential victims. Finally at the end of the

demonstration the audience left the venue more enlightened on the dos and don'ts during any calamity and learning to
leave most of the rescue work to the experts.

C. Gaynor
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A BRIEF REPORT

The Bishop,s Co-Ed School Undri, under-l5 footballteam participated in the Pune Tonal League of theTataTeaJaago

Re lnter Milan soccer Star Football Tournament, held at the Police cround, Shivajinagar' 32 School Teams took part in

the event on Friday, 1 zth Februa ry 2o12. The team qualified for the league stage and stormed into the quarter finals.

They displayed great skill, resulting in the defeat of Khadki Cantonment Board School, with a score margin of 3-1 . They

defeatedSt.Vincent,sSchool 3-2inacloselycontestedmatchkeepingupthehighspiritoftheteam'Theboysliftedthe
trophy, defeating lndira National School 2-1 in the Finals'

The winning team will compete at the national championship to be held at Shillong alongside 14 other teams. Ridhant

sangamnerkar bagged the most valuable player award and highest scorer award for scoring six goals during the

tournament.

A. Lindsay
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lndependence Day was celebrated with gaiety, colour and music. The B1 building was decorated in the tricolour
saffron, green and white. Balloons, streamers and flags welcomed the eyes of all to the function. Students dressed in the
traditional clothes of various states added colour.

The Scouts and guides welcomed the Headmaster, Mr. H. Soggee, with a'Cuard of Honour,, who then welcomed the
parents, staff and students.

our Head Boy, Kishan Koradiya led us in a special prayer for Independence Day asking the Lord to keep the country,
safe, united, peaceful and prosperous. The Head Cirl, Rashi Coyal read an extract from the ,,Citanjali,, - ,Where the
mind is without fear'. The National flag was hoisted as everyone stood to attention and sang the ,National Anthem,
along with the Pledge. The Headmasterthen delivered a short but meaningful message on what this day means to us all.

The choir in their melodious voices sang patriotic songs, both in Hindi -'lnsaaf kii dagar pe,and English - ,l vow to thee
my country'. Sajal Narang took us down memory lane when he spoke on the freedom fighters who played an important
role in the Indian Independence and the importance of being united.

The programme culminated with refreshments forallthose parents, visitors and staff present.

Mrs. A. Deore
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A BRIEF REPORT

The lnter House Table Tennis tournament for the categories under 14 and under 16 girls was conducted over a period

of .i days. The response to it was really good and the girls were very enthusiastic about the matches played' They also

sh.wed a keen interest in understanding the game better. 'Young House' won the competition in both the categories,

wlrile,Wintle House'came second. Some of the key players were AnujaWatve, Gargi Choure of Young house and

Mrunal paygude, Aanchal Agarwal of Wintle house. Insiya Kachwalla (O'Connor house) proved to be a good player

tott.

Mr. Thorat
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Art strives to express, craft strives for excellence. Cood art has good craft, good craft is artistic. Within every craft there

exist artists. Within every artist there is craft.

The Academ ic year 2O11 - 2Ol2 wasa busy one for the 'Art Department'. With a number of events lined up for the year,

children were busy with their brushes and paints, squeezing in some time amidst their studies, to complete their art

projects.

The theme for this year was making useful items from waste material. lt was amazing to find the innovative concepts

children came up with. The finished pieces of craft consisted of puppets from socks, photo frames, newspaper carry-

bags, paper bows from waste wrapping paper, sweet wrappers etc.

In the department of painting students of classes Vl - to Vlll learnt to paint m u rals, m irror images, textures and elements

of art designs. They learnt marble painting, snowf lakes and some students who were more creative than others came up

with some fascinating designs. The students proved to all, that good designs are a great combination of unusual

imagination, clarity of purpose, aesthetic sense and a deep reverence for the love of art.

The school display boards which are spread over three buildings were a treat to the eye. They covered a wide range of

topics. Some were information displaying festivals, important news items and topics which covered history,

geography, Science etc. Some others displayed huge posters on different themes showcasing the talent of our budding

arti sts.

Mrs. P. Sharma
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The Scouts and Cuides went for an 'Overnight Camp'to Vishwa Kirti Tourism Paner. Forty-two students accompanied
by five teachers and two support staff went for the camp. The students assembled in the school on Friday, 27th )anuary
at 6:30 am. They were divided into 4 patrols and then the attendance was taken followed by a prayer. We left the
campus at 7:00 am and reached the venue at 10:30 am. The students were allotted their tents and were served
breakfast.

Post breakfast, the students went around the campsite and explored the place. They then had an interaction session
wherein they discussed all the things that they saw around. There were several fruit trees, vegetables and a variety of
birds & animals around. Some cages had birds such as Emu, love birds etc. The students then made several gadgets to
keep their belongings, such as shoe racks, tripod stands, plate & cup holders, slings to keep baskets.

A wonderful lunch was served in the afternoon. The students rested for an hour and then set out for trekking at 4.00 pm.
They had to climb 5 hills to reach the famous Tukai Mandir. After reaching, the students cleaned the area surrounding
the temple; on returning from the trek, they freshened up and prepared a camp fire.

The students then had dinner. The camp fire was another eventful activity which they enjoyed and everyone
participated enth usiastically. By 1 0:00 pm the lights were put off and the students were allotted their patrolling d uties.
The n ight patrol vigil lasted till 3:00 am, then they were sent back to their tents to sleep.

The students woke up at 6:00 am the next morning. They had breakfast and assembly was conducted. They set out for
trekking to a nearby mountain. lt was a lovely experience climbing the steep mountain. They saw the black buck on the
way. After returning, they had a cooking session which was another exciting event. A drawing competition was also
held in the afternoon' The children were served lunch at 'l: 3O pm. Each event was judged and points were given to
every patrol. The results were declared and a closing ceremony was held.

Departure was at 3.30 pm and arrival to the school at 5:30 pm. lt was indeed an exciting and wonderful overnight
camp.

Mrs. R. Benjamin
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The Bishop's School Undri, is well known for its many
events, whether on the playing field or otherwise. Music is

also one such department where the students strive to put
in their best and this is very evident when they perform at

the Inter House Singing Competition.

The date set for the competition was 21 October 2011.
Every house master and teacher was kept on their toes

ensuring that the students did their best so as to make this
day and event one to be remembered.

The competition is held yearly as it encourages students to
showcase their talents and also gives them an opportunity
to perform for their peers. Their hard work is rewarded at

the end of the function.

The judges for the day were Mrs. C. Jolly (Ex-Teacher, The
Bishop's School Camp), Mr. F. Alphonso (Professional

Musician) and Miss C. Furtado (Music teacher). All three
are well known in the field of music.

The Competition was divided into four categories:
o Test Piece
r Junior Croup Song
o Senior Croup Song
o Solo/ DueV Trio

From the four categories, the Test Piece was based on an

incidentfrom the Cospel of St Mark-'Peace be still'

The funior Group songs were:
o Rae House - Obladi Oblada (The Beatles)
o O'Connor House - Jambalaya (Carpenters)
o Wintle House - Simple Simon

(1910 Fruit Gum Company)
o Young House - World of our own (The Seekers)

The Senior Group songs were:
o O'Connor House - Hello Marylou (Ricky Nelson)
o Wintle House - Move on (Abba)

r Young House - Funny Funny (The Sweet)
o Rae House - Karma Chameleon (The Culture Club)

The Solo/ Duet/ Trio songs included the following:
o Young House - Something Stupid (Robbie Williams)
o Rae House - Hitchin' a Ride (Vanity Fare)
o O'Connor House - Stupid Cupid (Connie Francis)
o Wintle House - Broken Souvenirs (Pussy Cats)

THIi TNTIIIT-HOI]IiH TiINGING C{}DITIIiTTTION 2OII.I2
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It was a delightful morning. One could see that all the four

houses had put in a great deal of hard work and the

performances of each one were of a high standard. The

audience was kept captivated throughout.

It was soon time for the results to be declared. This was an

anxious time for all the participants as everyone was

wondering who the winners were.

The results were as follows :

O'Connor I Rae.. Young

Young 
l

And the overall result was:

1st O'Connor
2nd Wintle
3rd Young

4th Rae

The grand finale to this musical morning was when all four

houses sang the Test piece in 3 part harmony.

However, like all good things, this programme also came to

an end quickly. The trophies were presented by our CEO &

Honorary Secretary, Mr. F. Freese, Mrs. V. Freese also

presented some of the trophies to the winners of the

competition.

The programme concluded with the Vote of Thanks

delivered by our Supervisor Mrs. M Fernandes, who

appreciated the effort put in by the staff and students in

making the event a grand success.

"BISHOP'S UNDRI"S GOT TALENT"

Mrs. S. Fernandes
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The most exciting quiz for the middle school, The Bournvita Quiz Contest was held on 12th December 2011. There
were more than 50 schools that participated in the preliminary round. The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri team was
among the top six' lt was a very keenly fought contest between the top six teams on stage. Finally our school team
emerged victors in a tie breaker and clinched the title of "Winner" in the city round. The following students participated
in the quiz:

Team A - H imanshu Aswan i and samarth srivastava (Winn ing Team)

Team B - Anantha Hegde and Kriti Cupta

Team C - Saransh Sinhaand Shubham Deshpande.

A. Kulkarni
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The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri, Junior and Senior Schools had put up an enthralling school concert on Saturday, the

1 3th of August 201 1 at, the B. W. Robert's Hall, The Bishop's School Camp.

The programme began with a prayer by the CEO and Hon. Secretary of the Bishop's Educational Society, Mr. Frank R.

Freese who welcomed the distinguished guests.

"Oliver" the musical was custom-made to accommodate several of Bishop's Undri drama aficionados under one

creative banner to encompass a symphony of sound, performing arts and a riot of colour. An amazing star cast of over

three hundred students unfolded the adaptation of Charles Dickens' celebrated classic, Oliver Twist. The two hour

visual treat was capably managed by the team of directors and choreographers who brought out the talent of our

students.

Oliver's journey from a mean workhouse to the dangers of London's underbelly that saw him finally finding his home

and rich inheritance, was well created and sequenced by the functional backdrop and panel changes made by the

school's art department, the lighting and eye-catching props assisted in unfolding the plot. The school choir's soulful

notes blended beautifully with the storyline and the narration supported the time shift and the intensity of this

passionate m usical, effectively.

Mrs. N. Dutta
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o. Saturda y, 24rhsep. 201 1,the students of crass X A went on a fierd trip to suzron wind farnr in satara' lt was a long

crr,re of nearry four hours through the ghats and the winding roads which finally brought us to the rvind farm' There

\\(.r. more than 500 wind miils spread on ail the mountain tops of the Sahyadri ranges, generating 3501(w to 1200 kw

,i i. ectric:ar energy. Ail th is and m uch more was exp rained by the engineers w'rl<ing there ' The students s;rw the videos

exlrlaining the assembling arncl setting up of the wind mills. After lunch, the students m,ved around the loc'rtion tor

s,rre time and at 3:30pm they were back in the bus to get back to school. This trip helped the students realise the

r11 l,ortanc.e of an .rlternative source of energy and learn to use the current resou r('es judiciously'

A. Kulkarni
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"Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm,, - Ralph waldo Emerson.

This quote is so apt when we talk about children full
of enthusiasm and vigour. 68 students from various
classes along with 5 staff members went for an
adventure trip to Lavasa, which was organized by X_
thrill Team headed by Col. Nikam, the Ceneral
Managerof X-Thrill.

We left the school campus on 4th of )anuary 2O12
around 07:45 am and reached Lavasa at.l1:30 am.
After resting in the afternoon the children were
taken for an activity named X-prahar where various
games were played under the guidance of the
instructors of X-thrill team. Children enjoyed the
games and later shared their opinion as to how to
work in co-ordination. The following day, 5th

morning, we started with warming up exercises and

Hff;::"j,::::i,::.?I::.:i:i:I illlo,:'' had.various other activities rike Rappeling, zip tine,shooting, whereeach and every child participated with enthusiasm. In the evening again the children
were taken for X-Prahar where some new games were organ ized -Acid Lake, passing
the glass, magic mat, ball balancing etc., wherein childrln had to collect maximumpoints to be the winner. Late in the evening a camp fire was organized. The children
were divided into groups and were given a prop. to use for ,,Mad Ads,,. creative asthey are, each group came up with excellent ideas and showcased their dramatic
skills. The group with the theme "Magic spanner, bagged the 1st prace. on the 6th
the children were taken for rafting witfrthe life-jackets oi; they enjoyed the raft-ride.
The entire trip was well organized with the activities to map one,s behaviour which isessential to know one's strengths and weakness. The food served was hygienic and
healthy which the chi ldren rel ished.

Finally, Vasudha, gave a vote of thanks to cor.Nikam and his team who were indeed
energetic and enthusiastic th roughout the activities.

[. Velangani
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'lf a task is once begun, never leave it till it's done' be the

labor great or small, Do it well or not at all''

'We are ludged by what we finish' not by what we start''

The first academic session of the Scouts and Guides

commenced on 17th June 2011 with the able guidance and

encouragement from our respected Headmaster' Mr' H'

Soggee.lhe new batch of students were welcomed in the

.ot*puny. Our Co-ordinator Mr' S' Francis gave instructions

about the various activities that take place in the scouts and

Cuides Programme'

The teachers incharge for the Scouts and Cuides for this year

were as follows.

Overall Incharge - Mr' S' Francls'

Scout Masters - Mr' F' Fonseca' Mr' P'

Fernandes, Mai. Dubbaland Mr' V' Kamble'

Guide Captains - Mrs' R' Beniamin' Ms'

Rathour.

Thorat, Mr. M.

F. Khan, Ms. S.

iH
[$;,:1ffi

The Scouts and Cuides sessions were conducted with full

zeal and enthusiasm' The students were divided into various

patrols.

ln each session they learnt something new and exciting' They

learnt the different knots and its uses' The students were

taught about the lnternational Morse code and the wood craft

signs. They were taught how to decipher the coded

*""rrug"r, use of Estimation to find the Height of various

oblects. Interesting games such asbucket chain method and

few other games *",u t"ught. Through these games and

mock drills they also learnt how to be alert and show

orur"n." of mind in difficult situations such as fire' earth

quake etc.

Sandwich making competition was held and each patrol

tried their level best and prepared delicious sandwiches'

Another interesting totp"ii'ion was ' Cadget Making'' The

students made some nice and interesting gadgets out of the

bamboo sticks and staves'

ffi

The Scouts & Cuides took part in various activities

cleanlinessdrive,trafficdutyduringvarious
functions, guard of honour and so on'

The students were taken for a monsoon hike

such as

school

on 23rd



September to Adventure plus in Bhor. lt was a veryinteresting place with a Iot of activities and games for the
students such as rappling, Zipline, zorbing,crossing the ropebridge, Alpine Tower, Moon Jumper, Archery, RifleShooting, Army Training Zone and Cycling.

Then on the 27th & 28th of January the students went for anovernight camp to Vishwakiriti Agri Tourism. They didtrekking, night patrolling, cooking, rnuking gadgets, cleaning
the campsite and various activities. The stuoents enjoyed the
camp.

The last and most important event of the Scouts programme
was the lnvestiture Ceremony. lt was helO on 24thFebruary
2012. Sixty new students were invested and given thePravesh badge. Fifty five second year students were
presented with the pratham badges and twenty students were
presented with Dwitiya badges. Five students were selected
as best Scouts & Cuides of the year and presented with stars.

1y: ', 
was a fun filled and exciring year for the Scours &u u toes.

Mrs. R. Benjamin.

,

il€il
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,,The price of success is hard work, dedication to the iob at hand and the determination that whether we win or lose'

we have applied the best of ourselves to the task at hand"'

-Vince Lombardi

The Bishop,s Co_Ed Schoor, Undri, has arways berieved 
'1:h: 

importance of a hearthy mind in a healthy body' our

school motto "Thorough" also exemplifies the need to excel in sports as well as Academics'

rn view of the above, the 6th Annuar rnter House Athretics Meetforthe year 201 1-12 was held on 25th November 201 1

u, ,.OO p.m' on our home ground at Undri'

The event was graced by our cEo Mr. F. Freese and Mrs V. Freese (Headmistress of rhe Bishop's school' camp &

Karyaninagar), the ;;"i, of the different branches of rhe Bishop's schoor, Camp & Karyaninagar as well as our

enthusiastic, supportive parents and students'

The meet began with the introduction of the chief cuest cor. B. Sridhar - Commanding officer - Armed Forces Medical

Store Department, Pune and his wife' Mrs' Sridhar'

This was folrowed by the Lighting of the Torch by some of our athretes as well as the Sports Captain and Vice-captain'

The Chief Guestthen hoisted the Olympic Flag'

The opening March past had art the four houses parading the grounds red by the.Head Boy, Head cirl' sports captain

and Vice_captain. The House captains red their squads smartriand displayed their house flags to the guests'

The Track Events included the 100 m, 200 m and 4x100 m run by girls and boys of Divisions ll-v)' As said by steve

young, ,,The principre is competing ug"inr, vourserf. rt,s about serf improvement, about being better than you were the

day before.,,ft,is #ntthus witness"d ui"*r".ords beingbroken and new records created'

A novel p.T. Dri,, Dispray foilowed the track events, which reftthe audience spellbound watchingthe graceful and well

coordinated performance. over 250 students of the priru.v and middte school participated in this artistic'

meticurousry pranned and executed dirpi;; under the direcrion of our pTl - Mrs' M' Lande' The children were holding

discs of pink and gord to depict the shimmering sun rays, as ;i;h* were stretching out to reach 
-the 

skv The dritl finally

curminated in the formation of the word ,UNDRr by some of the students. No pl'fo'tance of this stature is complete

without the hard work and dirigence or ou'. teachers *no *orr."d silently nunina the scenes' be it in training the

children or making of the props and designing of costumes'

The customary and much rooked forward to events were The Invitational School Relay' Staff Relay and the Parents

Race.

Both the rnvitationar Schoor Reray and staff Reray were won by The Bishoy's School' Kalyaninagar' The Bishops'

schoor Karyaninagar won the staff *1";l;;;"ir-biti.ng finirt',. rhu Bishop's co-Ed school U ndri was unable to maintain

itsleaddespiteastrongstart. Nevertr'Jr"rrir*u,ublvehearteffortbyourUndristaff'

The parents, race was ,A came of cards, and it was heart- warming to see the parents enjoy themselves while

||:;;;ffi;:--:::r, ortheritanswith therour houses competingrorthe much coveted title' rhe spectatorswere

roaring and tn""'t* 
""'Coliaths 

of The Bishop's Co-Ed School' Undri'



ffJ::#*;:J;j[X::ffif:ffi::j:il:#ffiT::::?::J"r.,ro:i:o 
1. 

wa,ch as a,, ,he houses marched wi,h
impeccabte precision, co-ordinatior 

"", '" 
oln#;#;;?: ilfl#ffi:T:#:

J#1,,:::Jfll"J:3iJ,ffifi:":i5il::,1;:l*i:l 
l,'::^"^1gl:, qr the chjercuest where he comp,imentedj"^::::r','itorsportsmanship;il;J;,il"ffi :ffirffi:'lfl J.Jllil:,:#

.-" #::'il,:;ffit *,fi:ll;lJ,'ffjff::::"lX]::1"T *n" 
T,pi:" and motivate their teams ro raise the bar;""iJJffi,N;1,::ll#ffiTflli[ffi,:*;:#y:ir","":['''i,1Tiiff;T:Jffi:*"#il:Jil:*:ff:

il::iTffi #lX;:,""ffi **;iyl#;;;;*;*Ji"'":il:fl i:Ti:#Jff :ffi ffi :::i:l:":: j.:ne rnceptMrs' M' Fernandes our supervisorwho is rike a nurturing parent at schoor.
A special thanks to Mr' s' Francis - Middle school coordinator, Mrs. M. Khatri - coordinat or, Mr.A. Lindsay - cames
secretary and all the PTI's - Mr' M' Fernandes, rr,1r. lur. Lunde, Mr. p. rnor",, Major Dubar and Mr. Kambre who
relentlessly worked preparing forthis day, coaching and encouraging ourathretes to do their best.

The Highfights of the Results wereas folfows:
THE BESTATHTETEAWARD

Division ll Boys was won byTejas Page of Rae House and forthe cirrs itwas Mrunar paygude of wintre House.Division tll Boys title was taken by siyag Pagare of Rae House and forthe Girrs it was pailavi Marni of young House.Division lV Boys was won by Bhavin oswal of o'Conner House and shrutika Abnave of Rae House was the winner for
theGirls.

Division v Boys award was given to Ethan Nsowah of Wintle House and for the Girrs it was sayukta Nimbarkar of Rae
House.

TUc oF WAR Trophyforthe Boys was won by Young House and forcirrs itwas o,Conner House.

Ifi:::t;lYil|l:3,.iJ#,ill" ror the Bovs category was rejas page or Rae House and shreya singhar or young

THE MARCH PAST TROpHy went to O,Conner House.
THE wtNNER oF THE ovERAtt CHAMproNsHrp rRopHy was Rae House.

lff,i:?HTl"J;Tl;* il::T&ffili:;:n:Ii1?[:#"'which rhe meetwas decrared crosed bythe chiercuesr
Paul "Bear" Bryant the American Football champion has said "llo* class, have pride and display character. rf you do,
winning takes care of itserf." This was,hu'r"rr"ru that every athrete of the n-n.[;, a._Ed Schoor, Undri disprayed on
the field that day.

Mrs. N. Tarapore
Ms. M. Lande

H
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TIIII PIINDTANIIHIP (}F OUN JTINION$

MY DADDY, MY HERO

My daddy's name is Kerman Bharucha. He works in the merchant Navy as a

Captain.

He sails from portto port and travels all around the world'

He is a strict Captain who is smart and handsome. He works very hard and

I am very proud of him.

I love my daddy very much and would like to grow up to be a smart

Captain like him.

He believes in - "COOD BETTER BEST, I must not rest till COOD

is BETTER and BETTER is BEST".

@hr6, q.

MY NEW BICYCLE

My father bought me a new bicycle for my 6th

birthday. lt is a beautiful pink cycle and has a shiny

bell. lt has tubeless tyres. lt also has a basket in front

and a carrier at the back. My bicycle has a well

cushioned seat with a backrest which is very

comfortable. Every evening at 5:30 pm I ride my cycle

around our society, where I live. Sometimes I share

my cycle with my friends' I take very good care of my

cycle. Every Sunday I clean my cycle with the help of

a duster. Thank vou mom and dad for my new cycle'

PEOPLE WHO MADE HISTORY

1. Florence Nightingale - "The lady with the lamp", helped

soldiers heal during the war.

2. Mahatma Gandhi - "The father of the Nation", got lndia's

Freedom from the British rule.

3. Rabindranath Tagore - Painter, Poet, author and a Nobel prize

winnerfrom West Bengal, India.

4. Charlie Chaplin - known as "The little tramp",

made people laugh without

speaking.

5. Mother Teresa - won Nobel Peace prize in

1g7g- Helped the poor, sick, orphaned

and dying peoPle in India.

I
,]

Kyran Bharucha



STRONG OR WEAK

There was a proud teak tree in the forest.

He was tall and strong. There was a herb next to the tree.

The teak tree said, "l am very handsome and strong. No one can defeat me,,. On hearing this,
the herb, replied, "Dearfriend, too much pride is harmfu|. Even the strong wiIIfalI one day.,,

The teak ignored the herb's words. He continued to praise himself.

A strong wind blew. The teak stood firmly. Even when it rained, the teak stood
spreading its leaves.

Atthe same time, the herb bowed low.

The teak made fun of the herb.

one day there was a storm in the forest. The herb bowed low. As usual the
teak did not want to bow.

,b.
rhe stdF\kept growing stronger. The teak could no longer bear it. He fell
down. This was the end of the proud tree. when everything was calm, the
herb stood straight. He looked around. He saw the proud teak had fallen.

VISIT TO THE ZOO AND BIRD PARK

Myvisitto the zoo and the bird park, with my parents, was a lot of fun.

TIilm p$NFl/tNlitilnr {}F {tult .IIINrott$

strong by

I got to see colourfu I birds like parrots and flam ingoes. I also saw eagles and vu ltu res.

I saw animals like lion, white tiger, giraffe, rhinoceros and zebra. A hippopotamus
was swimming in the water. I was able to hold a parrot in my hand and tooK a

picture with a baby penguin. ltwas small and kept running away. I saw large and
long snakes like python. I sat in a train which took me around the zoo. I

enjoyed my visit to the zoo.

Ganguly
-C
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f oKES

Teacher:

Student:

Teacher:

Student:

Teacher:

Student:

Why do you have so much trouble

answeri ng my questions?

lf it was easy for me, I wouldn't be in

school!

Can anyone tell me how many seconds are

there in ayear?

1 2!..January 2nd...February 2nd'..March

2nd....

Johnny, which month has 2B daYs?

Every month!

FAST FACTS ABOUT FUNGI
. Fungi include mushroom, toad stools, moulds, yeasts and

mildews
. Un like plants, fungi cannot make their own food

. Theyfeed on either livingordead organisms

o Most of the time fungi remain hidden from view as they

growthrough theirfood
o lt is only when fungi produce fruiting bodies, such as

mushroom, that they become visible.

o Fruiting bodies have only one purpose, reproduction'

They make and release tiny spores that enable fungi to

reproduce.

Sahil D. Chavan

lcome once a minute'

twice in a movement

But never in thousand Years.

.rw, lalle'l :suv

When you Put this in a

heavy wooden box

The box will become lighter.

The more you drY,

the wetter I get.

leMol v:suv

aloq v:suv

lfollow you alldaY long

But when night or rain comes'

I am allgone.

/!,topPr,ls:suv I

Ja^lu v:suv

Anurag Mishra
ilt -A

Sahil D. Chavan
i.-*- -."^ *-l-LP
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Ql. Whatisaspacestation?

A. A space station is a special kind of sateilite designed so that many people can
Consequently, a space station has living quarters for its crew and carries enough

stay in orbit for a long time.
food, oxygen, water, etc. for

them to survive for months. One crew can
replace another and supplies are also
replenished through shuttle services from the
earth. lt normally houses laboratories to conduct
scheduled experiments and is also used as a
stopover for flights to planets and other space
missions.

Q2. Why do the pictures on a T.V. screen get disturbed when an aeroplane flies by?

A. T.V. signals are transmitted in the form of electromagnetic waves, these waves
may get disrupted by electrical interferences like interferences from electrical
appliances, aircrafts, thunderstorms etc. This disturbs the picture on the screen.

Q3. Did you know that village on stilts are found in
India?

The Nicobar lslands are lashed by rain from
November to January, and from May to
September. The people, therefore, build their
homes on stilts. The area between the stilts is
used as a courtyard. The huts are built in a circle
with an open space in the centre. Some tribes in
the North Eastern states of lndia, Such as
Arunachal Pradesh, also have houses on stilts.

A.

f oKEs
Teacher

Pupil

Teacher

Pupil

Costumer

Manager

Teacher

Student

Why are you late to class?

Because of a road sign I saw on the way.

Whatdid the sign say?

It said, 'Co slow, school ahead,.

The taste of the food you served today was bad.
before.

It was very good the day

I wonder how sir, it's the same food that was served to you the day before.
Did you read my notes?

No sir, I failed on my own.

/f)
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A DOG

Hellol I am Simba. I am a black Labrador. I am 2 years

old. My mother's name is Merry. I also had a sister

named Maya, she was older than me' I was born in Coa'

We used to play a lot. One day my sister went out for a

walk and was badly hit by a car. She died.

I ran away from home as I was scared of my mother, but

soon regretted my decision as I felt so lost on a highway'

Vehicles passed by me in such a speed that I could have

been knocked down. I got so tired of walking that I lay

Meghna Bhalla

IV-C

down under a tree. I was

without food and water for

the whole day. I was

praying that mY Parents

should find me and take me

home. As I lay a little girl named Radha picked me up and took me to her house. She has a

brother named Amit, who was very kind. They gave me food' They both loved me a lot

and looked after me well. They would take me for a walk in the morning and evening'

Now I am growing old. One day in the evening when I went for my daily walk, I got hit by

a cycle and got severely hurt due to which I am now unable to do much and almost

bedridden forthe restof mY life.

Utkarsh R. Varma
IV-C

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A EURO

As soon as I entered this fascinating world I was looked upon with great expectations- The world was full of racism yet I

was held in high esteem. people from the United States of America to Antarctica looked at me as soon as I rolled out

from the parent age of Europeans. since economists, raging bulls and bears did not know much about me, I caught the

apprehension of my parents, the share market holders, the financial experts, scholars,

studentsandmanyothers.onmybirth|wasplacedonthe|apofmymothertheFedera|
Bank.

Frankly, my brother Lira, my sister sterling and my extended family members like the

Deutsch- Mark, the Yen were quite jealous of me. I know my worth and I reveal this secret

of mine hence forth. I am a form of money held or traded outside the country, in whose

currency its value is stated. ln future I would be globally acceptable by the members of all

the nations.

I now take the place of pride in the Euro market, a financial market which deals with

Eurooean currencies. I do not want to roll over but l'd love to be accepted by the

developing as well as underdeveloped nations'

iiiljli'iitlilt;ilffliillll iiliitiilr tilri.iii{ilffilitiiir,ll'f.[j{.r1ii:l$i};i
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MYIOURNEY TO THE TAI MAHAL

on December 26Ih my family from Brazil came to Pune to visit us, so we planned to go to see the Taj Mahal. First we
went to Delhi, we took the train and spent two days in the train. My cousin used to come ro my compartment, we both
used to listen to songs, read books together and play cars. At last we reached Delhi and then we went to the metro
station' lt was so beautiful. I neverthought that we had metros in India, at least we don,t have it here in pune.

In Delh i we stayed in C urgaon at my father's friends house. we had to wear warm clothes because it was very cold. we
went shopping everyday and my father bought me a P.S.P. We spent three days in Delhi then moved to Agra. lt was a 3
hour iournev.

The Taj Mahal was indeed beautiful with white marble stones. I took a number of
pictures of the Taj. we hired a tour guide who explained about the Tai
Mahal. My father took several pictures outside but we were not allclwed
to click pictures of the tomb inside the Taj. My cousin,s grandmother
wasn't aware of the rule and she clicked a picture of the tomb when
suddenly a guard stopped her from doing so. we looked around for
some more time. My mother then bought a show piece, a miniature of
Taj Mahal. lt was very beautiful.

our day was over, and we headed back for Derhi. My mind couldn,t stop
thinking about the beautiful Taj Mahar. lt was a tiring day but worth seeins
one of the Seven Wonders of the World.

Aline Dongardive
IV-C
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LIFE IS BEAUTY

W;*

t.ife is lrmuttJ, ndtuirr it

Ij/i'ir lili.is, ru-src ir

l.ifr i, rr ,lrt',rttt' rrali-r it

l.i1i ;s n *ittltn'1t, rttti:r it

t"ilr i-r t iuttl' t'PrnY{t:rc ir

t-i/i i-r il q&,il{'-LtltH! it

1 ilt' is tl 
-ltt'ctttist:. .ltifit it

| :ifr" is 1r)!'l1rt{r, (}|{r,"i:oil'l{ It

tg,./t&y,,rfr,
i.r r.r .roltr/, ,tittq il

l-i/rr is ri rtl"tl-r111ir:, ttt:{tltl it

I"iJr is {t trilq(ilJ, tt:nfrcrtt tl

l i/e is rill ttiitttttnrr' ,7"11v1: it

!.ilt i, ltttl, rlt,tl'r' it

t j/r i.r tt,t]_l'ttt:t:.:i.'ttts, rfl rlol dtstrnl it

l.iir is titr, fittr{rr f,tr it"

EXAMINATION FEVER

It is said when examinations approach, students suffer from examination fever'

[:xaminations are regarded as a curse by students. As a matter of fact, examinations are the

Only hurdles in an otherwise happy and carefree life of a student' Students are not to be

found at the cinema houses, restaurants and places of

entertainment during those days' lf there were no -d
examinations, the students would neither be judged

nor the maiority of students would take any interest

as it is only the fear of examinations that makes the

students work. They know that if they keep on neglecting their books, they will be exposed in

examinations. They also know that if they fail they will experience a feeling of humiliation'

Examinations are, therefore, an incentive to work hard. On the whole it may be said that good

students do not usually show bad results and that negligent students do not generally pass' so

this is my advice to all the students, be relaxed, play, hang out with friends but put in at least

two hours of dailY studY.

Jl

s
#"t

Sanya V. Rawlani



PENCIT AND ERASER

replace me with a new
hate seeing you sad.

Shantanu Dhamdhare
VI-A

swtMMtNC
Swimming is a sport which many people like. lt requires determination, concentration 

^-
and confidence to become a good swimmer. Most people think it is compulsory fo", ,--,-.-heVerypersontolearnswimmingassomedayyoumightsavesomebody,slife.or#
I like swimming and am a good swimmer. I have participated in many competitions. out
of these competitions there is one memorable .orp"iition that was held at vibgyor High
and my school was invited' The competition was held for two days. on the first aay, t haa to change and wait for a longtime before my chance' I noticed many other schools were invited too. My chance came after a while. when the racestarted' I swam very fast and with all my might but, on reaching the end of the pool I noticed a girl from another schoolhad beaten me. lthoughtto myself, "Oh! lam beaten.,,

IT ff]*:|^':T:l:ll^"-::.TT,l.ion 
for the second and third evenr. Before the event, I noticed rhat the same girt who

beat her, but I told myself that I could beat her. When the race began, I swam not only with all
my might but also with confidence. lt took on ly a short while before reach ing the end. When
I reached there, the time keeper told me that I had come first. My father and mother who
accompanied me were very happy.

when the third event began, once again the girl whom I had beaten me was one of thecompetitors' I was at ease because this event was my favourite . When the race commenced,
I swam at a very fast pace, I won. I was very happy and pleased with myself. My parents wereproud of me too.

It was a memorable event because it reminds me that one bad experience does not control
the restof your life. lhavealso learntthatwhen you persevereyou can achieveyourgoals.

OTN TII$ $IINION$ BIi TITTT II$HINI} ?

Pencil: l'm sorry.

Eraser: Forwhat? You didn,tdo anything wrong.
Pencil: l'm sorry you are hurt because of me. whenever I make a mistake, you,re always there
to erase it' But as you make my mistakes vanish, you lose a part of yourself. you get smaller
each time.

Eraser: That's true. But I don,t really mind. you see, I was made
to do this. I was made to help you whenever you do something
wrong. Even though one day, I know l,ll be gone and you,ll
one, l'm actually happy with my job. So please, stop worrying I

I found this conservation between the pencil and the eraser very inspirational. parents arelike the eraser whereas their children are the pencil. They;re always there for their
children, cleaning up their mistakes. sometimes along the way, they get hurt and become
smaller (older, and eventually pass away). Though their cfriidren will eventuallv find
someone new(spouse), but parents are still happy with what they do for their children,
and will always hate seeing their precious ones upset or sad.

Soana Motuhifonua
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IFIWEREAMILLIONAIRE

lf I were a millionaire, I would have a plan to use the money in the best possible way. This is

how lwould go about it.

First, I would give alms to the poor and the beggars in my town. I would particularly help the

blind and the maimed beggars. I do not have an iota, of respect forthe able bodied ones.

When this would be done, I will send to all my poor relatives and give at least a thousand

rupees to each of them. I would also ask all of them to come to my place from time to time to

share their joys with me. I would not preferfora momentto be selfish and tightfisted. On the

contrary | would know that the Coddess of wealth is fickle. Who knows I may become a

splendid pauper tomorrow.

THE WITDLIFE OF AFRICA

The Cape buffalo: lt is also known as the African Buffalo. lt can defend itself very well. They are

counted in the African big five: elephants, Iions, cape buffalo, rhino and leopards. These are known

to be the most dangerous animals in Africa. The Cape buffalo is also known as the Black Death.

The Gemsbok lt is also known as the 'African Oryx Gazella'. They travel in groups of 10-45. The

Male's horns are straight and pointy. The female's horns can at times be curved. The Northern

Cemsbok has black fringed ears. The southern have long horns. The Northern Cemsbok are rarely

found in south Africa. They can save themselves from lions and other animals.

The Kudu: There are two types of Kudu- Small and large. Kudu are African antelopes. They are fast

and stealthy. The African name is Crey ghost. The males have tall spiral horns. Females usually

have no horns.

Leopards: They are the most reclusive of the Bigcats. They hunt on mammals and rodents. Their

diet consists of Thomson's Gazella. They are smaller than lions. They have climbing skills which

helpthem climbtrees.

Tawny Eagle: lt is a large bird of preywith a wing span of about 160 to 190 cm.

Spotted Eagle Owl: lt is an African owl related to the great horned

Owl of Nofth America.

Cape Cobra: lt is an African cobra about medium sized and its colour

depends where it lives.

Lions: They are the only cats that live in groups, which are called

Prides. Pride's are family units that may include upto 3 males, a dozen

or so females and their young ones. All lionesses are related and the

female cubs typically stay with the group of their

age. Young males eventually leave and establish

their own Prides by taking over a group headed by

another male.

Nestor Pais

VI -A
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AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY OI A STORY BOOK

My name is'Princess Diary'. I am a colorful and attractive book. I was printed in the U.S.A. and later shipped to India. lt
was a long tiring journey.

As soon as I reached the Indian harbour, I was taken to a bookshop. I was displayed on a shelf with other books. There I

met and befriended a book entitled "The Hobbit."

One day few girls entered the shop. They laughed and joked among themselves. They were
glancing the book shelves and one of them picked me up. She was attracted to me and
bought me immediately. I was taken to her house and placed on a bookshelf. She took good
care of me. As I was frequently used, my owner covered me with nice and bright floral paper.
She then wrote my name with a sketch pen on the cover. This gave me a refreshed look.

One day, her mischievous cousin visited her. He entered her room without permission and
started tearing her books. Then to my horror, he took me from the shelf and flipped through
my pages very rudely. Just then my owner stormed into the room and rescued me. She
smoothened my pages and soon I was as good as new. Till today I am with my owner
delighting herthrough my stories. I love hervery much.

THE BTESSINGS OF SCIENCE

Our present age is an age of inventions and discoveries that have radically changed our
life. The spirit of inquiry, inherent in man is at the root of all these inventions. When
man discovered the various uses of fire and discovered agriculture and wheel, he 

-\ _/, -,o*sethimselfonthepathofprogress.Thiswasperhapsthousandsofyearsago.Asffif

Since then, man's onward march has continued unhampered. There has been r \lL*JEIbitterfightagainstignoranceandsuperstitionandithasbroughtfantasticF
inventions and discoveries. The steam-engine, the railways, the aeroplane, the
telegraph and the telephone, the radio, the television and the computer are
some of them.

The world has become small. We sit in our home in
India and can watch a cricket test-match being played at
the Lords in England. We can talk to people living in
England or at any place, and can travel from Bombay to Delhi in
just an hour and a half. Science has made even space travel
landed on the moon and has established laboratories in space.

Man has alreadv

Science has worked in the field of medicine and surgery. Various life-saving drugs, the x-
ray, blood transfusion and transplantation of heart, kidney and so on are some examples.
Science has made our lives healthier, happier and longer than ever before. lt has also given
us new means and methods of spreading education and information to the millions of
people living in remote villages.

ffib
G

possible.

Niharika Chaturvedi
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THE VALUE OF DISCIPTINE

Nowadays one hears of nothing but student indiscipline. lf we read the daily

newspaper, we read about students going on strikes and indulging in acts of violence.

All this shows that today, we have lost the sense of discipline'

Students must realize that discipline is real education. The first school of discipline

should be our homes. A student spends most of his time at home than school. Hence,

Most of the students start writing immediately racing against time to express all they

know. Some others who are not well prepared write haltingly thinking what to write next

and sometimes just fidgeting with their pen. Some students try taking a quick look at the

answer scripts of others, tryingvery hard to escape the eye of the invigilator.

All students are relieved once the examination gets over. There are post-exam discussions

on how well one has attempted the answers. Those who have done well come out with a

smile and those who have not done well come out with a long face' But all the students

are relieved thatthe examination is over.

the seeds of discipline need to be sown at home by

parents, who are the child's first teachers. lf parents

neglect their duty in disciplining a child, they will create

large problems forteachers and forthe community.

Students should be made disciplined by making them work hard and take interest in

constructive activities like social service etc. Educational institutions should provide

ample opportunities for students to participate in games, sports, debates, elocutions and

other extra curricular activities so that students keep themselves busy doing something

useful and interesting. Boredom is one of the causes for student indiscipline. Therefore in

order to keep their interest in education alive, many educational reforms are necessary.

On ly then wi I I they take an active interest in learn ing and automatical ly accept the idea of

discipline.

THE SCENE IN THE EXAMINATION HAtt
Every student has to sit for an exam' For a good, bright and

industrious student an examination is an opportunity to

express how effectively he/ she has studied. However for a

lethargic and average student facing an exam is like climbing a

steep mountain.

The scene in the examination hall is interesting as most of the

students are excited. There are last minute glances,

clarifications and discussions among the students. Students

exchange notes on how well each one has studied' The

students settle down in the examination hall waiting for the

question paper- some students are

disappointed while others are

excited with sm i les on thei r faces.
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A RAINY DAY

The monsoons in India are heralded with great joy because they provide respite to a tropical country from the intense
heat it is cloaked in the whole yeararound. The ideal rainy day of course is when it rains steadily for hours on end. Rainy
days might appear gloomy and depressing to many butto thoie living in the tropics, the rains are a welcome change. All
of a sudden the earth is transformed from this dry, dusty, parched piece of land into gorgeous, green beauty which is full
of life and vigour. The sky may be overcast, but the flowers are in full bloom. All around, it is like the earth coming alive,
celebrating life itself. The smell of rain when it hits the hot earth is what memories are made of in the subcontinent.
A rainy day is lots of fun for kids. As they step out of their homes, umbrellas in hand and make their way down to school,
the roads are transformed into a rainbow of colours. Elbowing each other with their umbrellas, stealing a few raindrops
here and there, jumping into puddles; a rainy day is a timelo rejoice for the young. Nothing can be more fun than
playing football in the rain. Slipping, falling and sliding with the occasional goal thrown in while the rain pours on to
you incessantly is possible only on a rainy day and it is sheer fun for the youth. As for adults, a rainy day when one has to
go to work can be very unwelcome. Avoiding the puddles, while hanging on to an umbrella and a briefcase, all the
while keeping an eye on the road to make sure that a passing vehicle dols not splash you with muck, can be both
gruelling and cumbersome. lt could take away the magic from a rainy day but of course nothing than a steaming cup of
tea; a mug of coffee and a plate of hot snacks wouldn't remedy. The pitter-patter of raindrops makes soothing music to
the soul and many music albums have been inspired by it.

On a serious note, rain means everything to farmers. In an agricultural country like India
rains can affect the economy. No rain could mean water shortage and famine. While rain is
good for the crops and they thrive on it. However, too much rain could mean excess rain to
the extent that the crops could be destroyed. A rainy day in the monsoon season is
welcome, but a rainy day in warm weather could be destruction to fruits like mangoes etc. lt
could spell the ruin of certain crops. The true delight of a rainy day is when on" ,"", 

"rainbow. When the sun shines onto droplets of moisture a spectrum of light appears in te
sky to cause rainbow. This multicoloured arc (rainbow) which has seven colours is a
pleasure for the eyes to behold for the young and old.
All in all a rainy day is a day that fills you with joy and calm and soothes your soul even if it
m ight sometimes be inconven ient.

RIDDTES
. What always runs but never walks, often murmurs,

eats?

A River
o At night they come without being fetched. By the day they are lost without being stolen.

Whatarethey?
Stars

There was a Sreen house. lnside the green house there was a red house, inside the red
house there were Iots of babies. Whaiis ita
AWatermelon
What has a head and tail but no legs
A Penny

What starts with 'T', ends with a ,T,and 
has ,T, in it?

Ateapot

never talks, has a bed but never sleeps, has a mouth but never

Nicola
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MY SHOPPING LIST

One day mother was very irritated with me. I kept asking her and my father for things. She told me to make one list and
writeeverything leverwanted. So lsatto make myshopping list. Here it is:

1. Allcoloursandpaintingmaterialtomakecartoons 2. Wallpapersofallbikesandcars
3. The latest mobiles 4, The best laptop

5. Football, volleyball, basket ball and a cricket set. 6. Latest model of watches

7. FastfoodavailableatMcDonald's, Dominosand ?izzaHuL B. Allthebestbrandedclothes.

As I sat back and read the list, I felt like it was the best shopping list in the world. Then I put the list in an envelope and
gave it to my parents. The next morning when I woke up I found the same envelope on my
bed. lopened it, alongwith my listtherewerethingsadded further. Theywere-

1 . A little bit of brain 2. A lot of sense

3. Some sensible values 4. A pinch of faith

5. Aheadachefreeyearforyourmother 6. Atensionfreeyearforyourfather
7. A peaceful afternoon B. A noise free afternoon

9. A pollution free environment

Ps: The day you can buy all this is the day we will buy you all you want.- Your sensible
parents.

I have kept the Iist safely with me to see what can be done, how many things can I arrange
and manipulatefrom my parents. Will lbe successful? May be l'll letyou knowafterayear.

MY ROLE MODEL

publicity-minded people rob the credit due to unassuming and simple people.

I discovered this fact after my visit to aJhuggi cluster. I became curious about the lives of street children. I met Raju who
was selling agarbattis at a traffic junction. He responded to my hand of friendship and took
me to his Jhuggi. He is an orphan and lives with his uncle and other relatives. At the age of
twelve he knows many vocations, like kite-making, spinning, carpentry and a bit of motor
mechanics. He can pull a rickshaw and can drive a three-wheeler and a tonga. He works
about sixteen hours a day without any break or holiday. He even saves time :/-\
forstudying. He isalwayssmilingand happy. ,/

little care, help and direction, they can help in building the nation
much more than many of us. Raju is my role model, indeed.

I ..-. 'l
lsha Saxena
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AN IDEAL STUDENT

An ideal student is the one who takes keen interest in his studies and leads a noble life. He
is an embodiment of virtues. He speaks no evil. He is the pride of the school, an honourto
his parents and an asset to his country.

An ideal student is popu lar among all the students of h is school. He has no pride or any sign
of vanity in him. He always wears a cheerful and jolly face. He can exchange jokes but is
never rude and mean.

An ideal student is punctual, regular and well mannered. His honesty, truthfulness and
sweet nature endears him to all. He does not allow anyone to find the least cause of
complaint against him. In him one finds a good friend, a sincere sympathizer and
companion. Therefore, we should tryto become an ideal student.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A GOLD CHAIN

I was under ground for millions of years and I had many friends with me.
came and started digging the ground and suddenly one mining tool hit
my head, it was painful. They dug me out of the ground with my
friends and we were put in the truck. Then half of us were taken to a
hardware making factory and the other half were taken to a jewellery
manufacturing factory. I was put into the fire and then they used
many sharp objects and carved me with designs. They also used a

hammer on me to make me flat. lt was extremely painful. I was made into a gold chain then
put into a truck. I wondered where I was going. After a long journey I was taken to a
jewellery shop and was kept in an arranged order with the other jewels. I know that I wou ld
be sold and one day my dream turned into reality. One woman bought me and used to wear
me daily. Once a robber stole me and took me to a place unknown to me. After some days
the robber was caught by the police and was put to the gallows I was returned to my real
owner and she kept me very carefu I ly with her.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A CAG ED PARROT

I am a parrot. I am green in colourwith a red beak. My name is Mithu. Sadly, I live in a cage. The family
that has caged me are very kind and look after me well. They keep my cage

clean and give me all the things I like to eat. They have even taught me to
speak a few words. But they do not realize how suffocated I feel here. I

would rather be out in the open, flying with my friends.

Arun, the boy in the house, calls his friends regularly and makes me speak.
All of them are so delighted when I do. For them I am a source of entertainment. When the
familyfinds that I am talkingtoo much they put a cloth over mycage.

Really, it is quite boring. What a pity it is to waste life in th is cage! | long for the free air and the
blue skies. But who will let me go? So please, if you see any of my relatives in a cage free
them.

One dav some miners

Harsh Bhutani
VI -B

Vedant Deshmukh
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THE ROIE OF COMPUTERS IN THE LIFE OF A CHILD
Technology has helped man to make great progress. From the invention of the wheelto the computer, technology has
been a great factor that has helped us grow and made life easier for us. They help us to do tasks quickly and
communicate with friends and family on the click of a button. Computers play a significant role in the school system as

well. They help students to learn more efficiently and help them do theirwork. Computers offerthe internet which help
students research information for projects. lt makes learning fun. Computers also make writing and doing homework
easier to complete. With tools like spell check, errors can be avoided. Good educational software enables children to
practiceanddevelopabroad rangeof skills.ltcan helpthem learn,forexample,aboutshapes,letters, numbers, rhythm
and colors. Cood educational software can also help children develop their understanding of cause and effect,
procedural thinking, higher order problem solving and be creative. Children develop self confidence and self esteem as

they master computer skills and use the computer to make things happen. Computers also
develop social skills. ln a classroom setting with many other students, or in a home when
the students friends or parents are available, children often prefer working with one or two
partners over working alone, wh ich leads to the development of social skills.

Lastly, computers benefit children with special needs in the school system. Computers
have proven extremely beneficial to students with certain speech, audio and motor
limitations.

In conclusion, technology only benefits those who can afford it and not those you can't.
What are poor people or third world countries supposed to do when it comes to technology
advances and they have no money? Does it really seem fairthat poor people orthird world
countries are left behind, wh ile other countries move forward in the technology world?

WHY OUR COUNTRY NEEDS MAHATMA GANDHI TODAY

; Mohandas Karamchand Candhi, known across the world as Mahatma Candhi is

widely acknowledged as the most influential political and spiritual leader of the Indian
i ndependence movement.

fot Today in India, how often do we see honest leaders? How often do we see highly ethical political
parties and leaders. Are all these leaders taking our country in the right direction with a solid vision

and a soild path of growth forour nation?

lf Candhi was here today, he surely would have tears in his eyes by looking
at the situation every common man is facing. More than ever before, we see
caste system, communal violence, corruption and terrorism in our country

today. lf he was here today, he would have united our country. He would have certainly
used 'hunger strike'as a powerful weapon to stop violence, corruption and many other
issues in politics that our country is facing. The whole nation would have supported him
today for every single unethical political event.

Mahatma Candhi is a great inspiration for so many kids in our nation who will be our
leaders of tomorrow. His greatness did not lie in his never doing wrong.' lt lay in his
learning from each experience of wrong, and staying with what was right and good,
through whatever difficulties he had to endure. We pray that his teaching and principles
give us a strength to recognize true leaders.
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CONSERVATION OF WATER

Water is precious. All of you must have heard this. You must know that some places in the world have scarcity of water,

especially drinking water. About 7Ool, of Earth's surface is covered by water but only O.37olo of it is usable. The

remaining 99.7o1, of water is salty water, dirty water. Almost everything we do needs water- drinking, bathing, growing

crops, even making the toys and tools we use today.

Water conservation is necessary for us because water is getting scarce, especially

drinkingwater. Here are some points on how we can conserve water-

-Run your washing machine and dishwasher only when they are full. You can save

upto 1,000 gallons a month.

-Run your shower less by a minute or two and you'll
save up to 1 50 gallons a month.

-Use drip irrigation for your garden so that water

reaches directly to the root where it's needed.

-Crab a wrench and fix that leaky faucet. It's simple,

inexpensive and you can save 140 gallons a week.

The most important point - There are a number of
ways to save water, and they all start with you.

THE PERSON IADMIRE THE MOST.

Everyone has their own Iikes and dislikes. We admire people for various reasons for e.g.

their personality, looks etc.

The person I admire the most is my grandmother. She was

very humble, highly qualified but a simple lady. She was a

perfect example of simple Iiving and high thinking. She

was a great listener who helped people to come out with
their ideas and creativity to bring out their best. Despite

the ordinary background of coming from a small

village in Punjab, she rose to great academic

heights by going on to becoming a doctorate in

Botany. But she carried herself with great humiliity
and shared her knowledge with all her students who benefitted immensely. lt
was her simplicity and great character that helped her to fight a dreadful

disease.

I would like to remember her simplicity, hard work and humility as the core

essence for me to practice in my life.

Mayank K. Gokhale
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LONAR CRATER: AN ENIGMA

rt was during my wrnter reave that my parents decided to go on a trip to an out of the way place. After a bit of internet

research, to which I also contributed, we zeroed on Lonar crater as the target. The research suggested that it is the only

hyperverocity impact crater on basaltic rock in the world". lt is located at ionar in the Buldana district of Maharashtra'

about 350 km awayfrom Pune and 140 km awayfrom Aurangabad'

The crater was formed by the high speed impact of a meteor or a comet and subsequently there was formation of a

saltwater lake in the centre. The diameter of the almost circular lake is 1 .2 km and the diameter of the rim is 1 '7 km in

diameter. The size of the crater can be imagined by the fact that the circumference of the rim of the crater is B km' The

presence of the crater and the lake has led to the use of the term Lonar crater Lake'

we visited the Lonar crater Lake in the winter season, the ideal season. The surrounding area was quite dry but the

interior of the crater, surrounding the rake was thickry wooded. This forest has many animals like Langurs, gazelles'

hares, monitor rizard and among the many species of birds r courd identify ducks, moor hens, peacocks and herons'

The water of the lake is very salty and sarine, and as a result there are no fishes in the water' The bottom of the crater can

be reached by a very steep path but the upr'itt climb is more difficult, as there are no railings or proper stairs' All along

the crater rim and in the Lonar town there are temples depicting diffeient styles of architecture suggesting that the place

was known since the reign of the chalukyas in the 7th, Bth ceniury cE. There are almost no inscriptions to indicate the

names of the benevolent ruler'

I was wonderstruck when I first set my eyes on the Lonar crater Lake. The lake is a deep green, surrounded by a thick

bert of rush green trees, and ail th is in a setting of barren randscape. The green of the forest is broken on ly by the black or

grey structures of the te'pl",, most of which are now in ruins' Atthe"T::]::1i::^1.:lo'", which is bui|t around a

ilffiil;;";;,;;;r (a rarity in this area). rhe sight, the sounds, the sheer magnitude of
. ^^^^^+ [-^ ^,,+ infn rarnrdc

ffi il# ffilndil great contrastfrom rurrounJingareas justcannot be put intowords

or recorded bY anY camera.

This lake being formed on volcanic origin basaltic rock was thought to be of volcanic

origin till certain rocks were analyzed and found to have originated from the high speed

impact of a body on volcanic rock and the body has not been recovered but thought to be

a meteorite buried 500-600 meters below the rim of the crater' The water due to its salinity

(the source of which is not known) is credited with having medicinal value. The lake is

famous for several types of unique bacteria. The unique ecosystem of the Lonar crater

Lake is in real danger'of being damaged irreversibly due to human activities' This is a site

which deserves to be declald a world heritage site and preserved for generations to

come.

Aryaman Malhotra
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I WONDER....

Can wecry underwater?

Can fish ever feel thirsty?

Why don't birds fal I out of trees when they sleep?

What can we call a male ladybird?

Why do we call a 'building, when it is already built?

When it is said, ,,Dogs food is new and improved in
taste". Who tasted it?

Why does a round pizza comein a square box?

fever,

They are the ones who are our

reliever.
. .,., .'t"
Grand parents are gifts of god,

They love their grand children a

lot. ' ,,

ECOPI-AN

E - Educate - your first and most important job is to EDUCATE yourself about what,shappening to the Earth and why.
C - Care - Treat your environment with care.
o-organize- organize groups of peopre who wantto be partof ECOPLAN.
P- Plastic-co on a waragainst pLASTrc at home, and takeyourfamirywith you.
[ - lights - Do you switch offthe LIcHTS when you leave the room ? Make sure you do so.
A-Automobiles-AUToMoBTLES are the biggest enemies of the environment.
N - Noise Pollution -Are you a noisy person? ls yourfamily noisy? Turn down the volume.Noise POLLUTION is a world wide problem.
Follow THE EcoPtAN and your life will become a lot more interesting, fun and valuable.

GRAND PARENTS

Crand parents are gifts of god.

They love their grand children a lot.

Their hearts are filled with love and kindness.

They always teach things with politeness.

Parents are special to us.

But grand parents are precious to us.

We always need their advise,

Because they are truly nice.

When we do things of grace,

They never forget to praise.

And when we are down with

Adityra Pusalkar
VI- D
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SECRETS OF MAKING LIFE INTERESTING

"Flowers don't worry about where they're going to bloom. They just open up and turn

towards the I ight that makes them beautif u l"

Just like the flowers, if we also start behaving in the same manner, our lives would be happy,

interesti ng and of cou rse beautifu l.

In our student life, I feel sometimes that we are bogged down by studies, our daily

homework, assignments , projects and so many other useful but routine activities. Of

course we are all comfortable with certain ways of doing things which are easy and less time

consuming. But we are always gearing up for a change, for different activities that would

interest us to make our life colourful and meaningful.

Daily we have the same destination to reach that is our school, the same books to read and

then learn our lessons. Would you agree eating the same type of food everyday or wearing the same clothes everyday? |

have heard people saying, let's not go to the same place for a holiday, we need to explore other places". As you know

that variety is the spice of life, hence friends, we would also enjoy a change in our routine or expect small surprises that

would makeourday.

Meeting different people, having varied ideas, enables you to build and enrich your personality. Knowing more about

others means learning about their mistakes and improving oneself. Life would be boring if there was everything good

and nothing bad or rather only bad and no good. What would happen if a student was made to study one particular

topic the whole year? There would be no spirit of competition. When one reads the same book again and again, the

person gets cut out from the outside world.

Hence, one needs to think different and be different in order to grow. Broaden your outlook and change your lifestyle.

you will find life interesting and happier. But would you just wait for those small and scarce surprises to spring up or

rather help ourselves in changing ourthoughts and conditioning our minds and stop dwelling upon our past.

Keep the negative thought as far as possible. One positive thought is hundred times more powerful and fruitful than one

negative thought. Do the things which you thought were not possible. You can be a part of nature, meet wonderful

beautiful animals and birds, listen to the sound of the wind and waves for a change. By doing all these things you are

sure to be happy.

RIDDTES

What gets water the more it dries?

A towel

What gets bigger the more you take it out?

A hole

What is found in the middle of Australia and America?

The Letter'R'

What goes up but never comes down?
Your Age

What can be right but never wrong?

Angle

What travels round the world but stays in a corner?

Stamp
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APPRECIATI NG ON E ANOTH ER

Once upon a time the colours of the world started to quarrel. All claimed that they were
the best, the most important, the most useful and the favourite of all.
1. Creen said: - "Clearly l' m the most important. I am the sign of life and of hope. I was

chosen forgrass, leaves and trees. Without me animals would die.
2' Blue interrupted, "You only think about the Earth but consider the sky and sea. lt is

the water that is the basis of life and drawn up by the clouds from the deep sea. The
sky gives space and serenity".

3. Yellow chuckled "You are all so serious. I bring laughter, gaiety and warmth to the
world. The sun is yellow, the moon, the stars are all yellow.

4. Orange started next to blow her temper." I am the colour of health and strength. I am
precious. I serve the needs of human life. I am not there all the time, but when I fill
the sky at sunrise or sunset, my beauty is striking.,,

5. Red could not stand it no longer. He shouted out "l am blood!. Life's blood. I am the colour of danger and bravery. I

am the colourof passion and of love."

6. Purple lose up to his fullheight. He was very tall and spoke with pomp. " I am the colour of royalty and power.
Kings, chiefs, Bishops and Coddesses have always chosen me. I am the sign of authority and wisdom.,,

Finally Indigo spoke much more quietly than others, but with determination. "Think of me. I am the colour of silence.
You hardly notice me, but without me you are all superficial. I represent thought, reflection, twilight and day water.
You need me for balance and contrast, for prayerand inner peace.,,

All the colors went on. boasting and quarrelling each thinking he was superior than others. Suddenly there was a
startling flash of bright lightening. Thunder rolled and boomed. Rain poured down relentlessly. The coiors crouched
down in fear coming close to one other for warmth and comfort. Rain began to speak "You foolish colors, fighting
amongst yourselves. Don't you know each one of you was made for a speciai purpose, unique and different. Join handi
and come to me." The colours did as they were told. They united and joined hands. The rain continued. From now on
when it rains each one of you will stretch across the sky in a great bow of colours.
The rainbow is a sign of hope for tomorrow. So, whenever a good rain washes the world and the rainbow appears let us
remember to appreciate one another.

HUMANITY IS THE BEST RETIGION

The Vedas prescribe -'Humanity is the best religion,.

The law of Dharma is one of the universal's most unique and simplest laws. lt basically
means to know the true meaning of nature, the meaning behind our creation and the real
purpose of life.

It is a fact today that religion no longer serves the purpose for which it came into existence.
The basic theme of each religion was to teach people how to mingle with each other, love
each other and to bring us closer to ourselves and Cod. Today the opposite is occurring.
These different religions are not uniting us but separating us from one another.

The largest problem religion is now facing is bringing hate into its belief and intolerance to
other religions and giving birth to fanatics who are ready to destroy mankind's freedom just in the name of religion.
The message that I would like to give is to respect each religion and have tolerance for one another. Make the earth
betterplaceto live in.

Shreem Sharma

Udhbav Bharadwaj
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IF MOTHERS WENT ON STRIKE!

I know my father will be angry if I say that if fathers go on a strike it would not bother us

much. But if mothers went on strike it would be disastrous. The very idea is frightening. lf

mothers went on strike (they must never be given the idea) children would be left unfed and

shabby and imagine the condition of the house!

A mother is the very soul of the house. Imagine her sitting in one corner refusing to do

anything at all! Who'd tidy the house? Who'd serve you the nice meals that you are use to?

Who'd see to the washing and cleaning? lf mothers went on strike even for a day you are

sure to find out how helpless you are. So if you do not want mothers to go on strike, help

them whenever you can. Don't let them feel burdened. Help them sometimes when they

are cleaning the house. Mothers work very hard everyday to give all the things we want, to

prepare our meals and do other house work.

I hope you now realise that you can't do anything without your mother. So next time she does something for you, give

her a big hug.

THE CHEATER

On a warm, sunny Sunday, as it was a holiday for my father, we had planned to visit a

new mall in ourcity. But... asyou knoweverythingthat is planned on a holiday is not

hundred percent sure. That's exactly what happened. We said that we would not go

anywhere. But, I did not agree with the idea of staying at home and told my mother that I

would go somewhere alone.

I left with a thousand rupees undecided where to go. I went to a park where many

children were playing. After playing with them, I saw a shop where there were lovely

jackets but there was a very big line over there. I asked a boy the price of the jackets. He

told me it was a thousand rupees. I thought "Perfect". But as there was a big line the boy

told me that he would bring the jacket for me. I thought that the boy was very good and

looked very innocent so I agreed. After half an hour the boy came and gave me the jacket.

I thanked him. I was very happy. After wearing the jacket, I

found something uncomfortable in it. I went to the shop and

found a man buying a jacket for hundred rupees. I asked the price of the jacket and the

shopkeeper said that it was a hundred rupees. And then.... I found that the boy with an

innocentface had cheated me. lran in search of that boy butcould not recognize him. I

burst into tears. Just then, I saw my friend's car. After sometime I recognized that I was in

my society's parking area. I felt comfortable "hooooosh".

I went straight home and told my parents the whole story. After that, my mother asked me,

where the jacket was? | was shocked. I remembered that I had forgotten it on the counter

of the shop. That day I learned two lessons. Never disagree with parents and never judge a

person by his face.

Sagar Nagarkar
VII -C
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HELPING

You must have heard the proverb "a help in need is a help in deed". lt means that when a person is in trouble his family
members help him. This is known as helping. Helping is a very good deed. lt is a job which illustrates the human
character & | would like to explain my topic though a short story.

Once upon a time there were three friends. They were Suganda, Nandini and Malini. They always played and studied
together. One day, they had a small competition amongst themselves that whose hands were beautiful. Malini went to
the tap nearby and washed her hands underthe clean and pure water. Suganda went to the berries plant and made juice
of it. Then she applied it to her hands. Malini said, "Look at my hands they are beautiful
because they are very clean." Suganda said, 'Look at my hands they are beautiful because
they are very clean." Suganda said, 'Look at my hands they are the most beautiful, because
they smell as sweet as berries." They both laughed at Sugandha .Suddenly Nandini saw
an old woman passing by, carrying a big basket of fruits with great difficulty. Nandini
quickly went to her and helped her carrying the basket on her head. Malini and Suganda
hated her and asked the old woman whose hands were beautiful. The old lady replied,
"Nandini's hands are beautiful". Malini and Suganda were shocked and asked for the
reason. The old lady smiled and replied, ' no matter whatever you do to make your hands
look beautiful, it becomes beautiful only when one helps others when they are in need."

The girls realized and accepted their mistake, and promised to always help people when
they are in need.

PERSPECTIVE

One day, the father of a very wealthy family took his son on a

i triptothe countrywith the purpose of showing him how poor
people Iived.

They spent a couple of days and nights on the farm of what
would be considered a very poor family.
On their return from the trip, the father asked his son, "How
was the trip?"
"lt was great dad"
"Did you see how poor people live?" said the father.
"Oh, yeah!", said the son.

"So tell me what did you learn from the trip?"

"l saw that we have one dog and they have four. We have a pool that reaches the middle of our garden and they have a
creek that has no end. We have imported lanterns in our garden and they have the stars at night. Our Patio reaches the
front yard and they have the whole horizon. We have a small piece of land to live on and they have fields that go
beyond our sight. We have servants who serve us, but they serve others. We buy our food, they grow theirs. We have
walls around our property to protect us, but they have friends to protect them."

The boy's fatherwas speechless. Then his son added "Thanks dad for showing me how poorwe are."

lsn't perspective a wonderful thing? it makes you wonder what happens if we for everything we have, instead of
worryi ng about what we don't have.

Appreciate every single thingyou have, especially yourfriends!!
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THINK BIG BE BIG

"He who knows others is learned, but the wise one is the one who knows himself.
Learning without wisdom is of no use." This beautiful guideline was given to Dr. Abdul
Kalam by his father as described in his book, "The Wings of Fire". Truly it is very important
to know oneself and to set up an air depending upon the choice that will afticulate you
inner feel i ngs and aspi rations.

Young children are the bright future of the society. They are learning with curiosity,
enthusiasm, originality and uniqueness. lf young children can bring out the fullest of their
enemies and capabilities nothing is impossible. Deciding on air in life is crucial. Young
children and young people must set up high aims, for small aims will make them
incapable if achieving what they can and may also bring out the fullest of their potential. lt

a very true saying by Mahatma Candhi, "Men often become what
they believe themselves to be. If I believe I cannot do something, it makes me incapable of
doing it. But when I believe I can, then I acquire the ability to do it even if I didn't have it in the
beginning"

So it is important for all of us to know what is in our hearts and what is our desire. Children
must be encouraged to have faith in themselves and must be trained to deal with pressure

waiting for them in the future. The entire future of mankind is in their hands. lf they air high
and work towards their goal with total commitment, they can make ourworld heaven.

THE INCIDENT THAT MADE ME OVERIOYED

Incidents are short actions which remain in our memory and cannot be forgotten. Some incidents make us feel sad

whereas some lighten up our hearts. lncidents can occurwith any person be it an ordinary man ora great person.

There was an incident which took place with me. I was very nervous as the day had finally come where I was the main

character. We were goingto perform Shakespear's "A Midsummer's Night Dream" in our school. I was given the role of
Titanic, which was quite absurd for me. I was revising my lines and tried to be confident. At last the teacher told all the
students to line up. She told all the students to be confident and have faith in Cod. She especially told me that I had to
play an important role. We all stood in our places and the curtains opened. In front of me I could see the audience, my
parents and parents of other students as well. I acted my role and did my best. Suddenly we heard a voice. The voice

came from backstage and the speaker requested for a minutes break. I got scared and the
curtains closed. We rushed and saw that the main prop for Bottoms, the ass's head was

broken. We got worried and wondered what to do in this situation. An idea struck my
mind and I told the teacher to paint a boy's face like an ass and put two ears on his head.

So we asked the parents to take an interval and we started making the ears. At last we
finished the work and we apologized to the audience for the delay. The play started and

all of us with our talents made the play a success. When the teacher was giving her vote of
thanks, in the end she told my name and told how I was responsible for making the play a

success. The audience applauded and the applause was only for me.

Next day, I saw my mother with some guests. The people were very happy on hearing the

incident and were glad with my presence of mind. This was the incident which gave me
joyand happiness.
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A CHIttY INCIDENT

I was doing research on rocks and fossil rocks compressed beneath the snow with my co-
worker when suddenly we were interrupted or rather hunted down by a pack of wolves. In

the Siberian ice-field wolves are hungry allthe time due to scarcity of food. My co-worker
and I started to run like an Olympic racerwhen I suddenly sank my knee deep in the snow.

I knew my end had come. I was going to be eaten by a pack of savage wolves. Suddenly, a

natural disaster helped me. Well, it sort of helped me but did not decrease my fears. A huge

mound of snow was rolling towards me. I screamed, which was a wrong thing to do and it
got the worst of my fears. An avalanche started. The wolves fled. The moment came, when
the white fluffy ball fell on me. Everything went black. When I woke up I felt as if an

elephant was sitting on me, a heavy pile of snow was seated on me. I tried to remove it but it
got worse as more and more snow buried me deeper and deeper. lt was truly a nightmare
experience being buried alive, being in a snowy grave. Just as I was losing my hopes, the snow began to melt due to
sunlight. I freed myself from the snow. When I stood up a white sight met my eyes. lt was snowing from the tree tops to
the barks. I went nearthe trees and made a small fire. I sat there warming my hands when I heard a growling sound. The

same pack of wolves had come back to finish their dinner. But thanks to the fire, I managed to scare them off. I spent the

night with unease hoping that I would not get frost bites. Morning came as quickly as the night had passed. I stretched

myself and looked for timber to light a fire (as everything was wet). As I went around looking for it I found a cave.

Hanging from the cave's ceiling were beautiful stalactites and stalagmites. lt was a spectacular sight. I picked up a few
rocks. I continued my journey towards East. (l found out directions with the help of the North Star). I went skidding,
sliding, stumbling, slipping, never really walking. I was feeling hungry. My reserve of chocolates on which I was

feeding was getting over. Still something too starchy to chew was useful as it supplied glucose to my brains which kept

me from feeling dizzy or ill. I always carry a bag of chocolates with me because you don't know when a geologist may
fall in a trench or get lost in a desert. Suddenly, I saw a silvery object glistening in the mound of rocks. To my delight I

found that the silver object was none other than a railway track. The Trans-Siberian railway connects one end of the

country to the other, but for me it connected me to my home. After half an hourthe train came out of nowhere. I ran and

caught a bar of the train in two seconds I was aboard the train. The train bought me home safely along with my 'chilly
experience'.

Medha Nag

VII -C

THE ART OF FAILING SUCCESSFULLY

In life we all want success but the path of success is full of obstacles. But the sweetest victory
is the one that's most difficult. No one can walk on this path without falling down. We all

have to encounter failure in our life. Bob Dylan once said, "There's no success like failure."
Failure are the stepping stones to success. This doesn't mean that we keep failing and

achieve nothing. We have to learn from our failure. We have to persevere and make sure

that we do not commit the same mistake again. lts okay to fail miserably but we should pick

ourselves up, dust ourself, learn from our mistakes and keep moving. A question may arise

now, "Why do failures occur?." "Failure is not an option," NASA flight controller Jerry C.

Bostick stated during the mission to bring Apollo 13 back to earth. Failure is life's greatest

teacher and helps us to reach our full potential. We should change our mind and take failure
positively. We should have a fearless attitude without any fear of failures. Dell Cross Word
said, "Success is not permanent". The same is also true for failure.

Kavish Shah

vilt -A
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RUMOUR

once a bov wentto the teacher and said, "l wanttotell you something lwas told"

"So you want to spread a rumourthen", the teacher said. "l am not sure" the boy replied'

Sanjana Nair
VII -C

"First tell me if it is true ?"

"Maybe it is" replied the boY

"Then will it be funny and bring some humour?"

"No" was the boys quick rePlY

"Then if itisnotuseful,funnyandeven light-hearted,whyshould lbehearingit?"

you are curious and interested in receiving information especially about other people. And

you are eager to pass it on! Of course with your own additions. You have heard it and want to

inform others about it. You must also vouch for its genuiness. Could you? And such

information is usually misinforming about others. lt damages the person's name and their

reputation. Hence, there is avery sensible saying- "Avoid speaking ill of anyone in public"

lshita Sharma 
{
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HOW TO BALANCE YOUR tIFE......

lmagine life as a game in which you are juggling some fire balls in the air. You name them-

woik, family, heilth, friends and spirit and you're keeping all of these in the air. You will

soon understand that work is a rubber ball. lf you drop it, it will bounce back. But the other

four balls i.e family, health, friends and Spirit are made up of glass' lf you drop one these

they will be irrevocably scuffed, marked, nicked, damaged or even shattered. They will

never be the same. You must understand that and strive for balance in your life.

How?

Here are a few tips -

- Don,t undermine your worth by comparing yourself with others. lt is because we are

different and each one of us is special.

- Don't set your goals by what other people seem important. Only you know what is best

foryou.

Don,t let your life slip through your fingers by living in the past or for the future. By living your life one day at a time

you live all the days of your life.

Don,t give up when you still have something to give. Nothing is really over until the moment you stop trying'

Don,t be afraid to admit that you are less than perfect. lt is this fragile thread that binds us each together.

The quickest way to love is to give: the fastest way to lose it is to hold it too tightly: and the best way to keep love is to

give itwings.

Don,t run through life so fast that you forget not on ly where you've been but also where you are going.

Don't forget that a person's greatest emotional need is to feel appreciated.

Don,t be afraid to learn. Knowledge is weightless a treasure you can always carry easily.

Don,t take for granted the things closest to your heart. Cling to them as your life without them is meaningless

Don,t use time or words carelessly. Neither can be retrieved. lf you follow these tips then I am sure that you will

lead a balanced life. Remember'Life is not a race but aJourney to be savoured each step of the way'.

' rr,iil!+lit|r:)ii;ri1(1Hi1*tr;f raiit!@i*hlFiE4itidiie-i:ri"ni4ll1
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ADVERSITIES

When things go wrong, it can be difficult to see the way out. You might feel a victim of many bad happenings in your
life' But remember the gem cannot be polished, without friction. Adversities come to everyone without exception. Life
is not meant to be easy. What you need to do is stop wasting your energy in complaining, playing the blame game or,
fall in to hopelessness and internal conflict, thinking things will never get better. Remember that you cannot grow when
you are in a state of despair. So pick yourself up, be cheerful and optimistic and meet the challenge with a smile on your
face. Have a sense of self confidence.

It is said, if you don't like something, change it; but if you cant change it, then change the way you think about it! To find
your inner strength, first make the decision to get through this difficult time. lt won't be easy but it also doesn,t have to
be the worst time of your life! You might be moving to a new town, away from your friends or maybe something else.
But tell yourself that this new challenge will be a good one. Nothing is worth it, in life to
make yourself sick due to stressing yourself out. Finally it doesn't hurt to ask Cod for help.
Faith in higher power helps you get through tough times. The more you believe in Cod the
more you help yourself, the better your life will be. Remember do not fear the winds of
adversity. Infact troubles are often the tools by wh ich Cod fash ions us for better th ings.

Kishan Koradiya
X-A

ACT WISETY

As the famous adage goes-'silence is Golden

''There are certain times or situations when we are confused about what to do and how to act. At that time, the best
possible option would be to stay silent and wait for things to sort out till you get some further clue. Remember coming
even ings cast their shadows before.

When Thomas Alva Edison received an offer from the Western Union company for the ticker he had invented, he was
undecided what price to ask. He requested for a couple of days time to think about the matter. Edison and his wife
talked it over thoroughly and Mrs. Edison suggested that he ask for $20,000. Edison though it an exorbitant figure. But
on the appointed day he went to the western union office ready to ask for the amount.
"Well, now Mr Edison," the western Union representative said after he had greeted him. ,,How much do you want?,,
Edison tried to say $ 20,000 but it still seemed to him an outrageous demand, and he could not utter it. He hesitated and
them stood speechless before the Western Union Official waited restlessly for Edison to answer. Still Edison did not
speak.

The impatient person was unable to tolerate silence of this nature for long. He said (pAUSE)
"Howabout $ 100,000?"

Clearly it was Edison who benefited from the silence and the Western Un ion company that
lost. The company's representative lacked the patience to wait for a reply. Today, people
have a tendency to say what they want to say without waiting to listen to the other person.
We prefer to conclude transactions as expeditiously as possible but what is the result- haste
makes waste.

I would like to end by saying these lines - (quote) ,,At times it is better to keep your mouth
shut and let people wonder if you are a fool rather than opening it and removing all their
doubts" (unquote).

TTilII BIi ltltlt

Kishan Koradiya
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Do you know your ,amazeballs, from your 'zing'? Find out with our list of the newest words and phrases from the

Collins English DictionarY.

1. Amazeballs-anexpressionofenthusiasticapproval
2. Bakein-toinclude(afeature)asanintegralpartof acomputer'soperatingsystem

3. Banjolele - a four-stringed musical instrument with a neck like a ukulele and a body like a banjo

4. BBM - a message sent or received using BlackBerry Messenger

5. Bing-aheaporpile,especiallyofspoilfrom amine

6. Bioarchaeology - the branch of archaeology that deals with the remains of living th ings

7 . Blootered - intoxicated; drunk

B. Bridezilla - a woman whose behaviour in planning the details of her wedding is regarded as intolerable

9. Blamestorming - n. A method of collectively finding one to blame for a mistake no one is willing to confess to.

Often occurs in the form of a meeting of colleagues at work, gathered to decide who is to blame for a screw up.

Bunbury -to create a fictitious scenario that provides an excuse for avoiding unwanted engagements

Chef de mission - the person in charge of a sporting team at a large international event; the head of a diplomatic

body
Claustrophilia- abnormal pleasure derived from being in a confined space

Confirmee - a person who has confirmed that he or she will attend a specified event

Cyberbully - someone who uses electronic communication to hurt, persecute or intimidate people

Cyberstalking -the practice of using electronic communications to harass someone persistently

Denialist - a person who refuses to accept something that is regarded as an established fact

Dosa- a savoury Indian Pancake
Dravida- any of the Dravidian languages'

Egghead - an intellectual; highbrow. A person whose profile on a social networking site contains the set graphic

provided bythe site ratherthan a personal picture

Exoticize - to regard or present as exotic

Exposome - a collection of environmental factors, such as stress and diet, to which an individual is exposed and

which can have an effect on health

Facebook - a popular social networking website

FaceTime - an application for a mobile communications device that enables people to speak to each other while

simultaneously observing each other on a video display

Faff - to dither or fuss

Faffy - awkward and time-consuming to do or use

Fanboy - an ardent or obsessive admirer, especially a young man

Floordrobe - a pile of clothes left on the f loor of a room

Frape - tightly bound

Frenemy - a supposed friend who behaves in a treacherous manner

Ceekism - a preoccupation with subjects that are generally considered as unfashionable or boring

Generation Z - members of the generation of people born since the mid-1990s who are seen as confident users of

new technology
Hangry- irritable as a resultof feeling hungry

Helicopter parent - a parent who is excessively involved in the life of h is or her ch ild

Hyperconnectivity - the use of multiple systems and devices to remain constantly connected to social networks

and streams of information
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35' lM - the use of multiple systems and devices to remain constantly connected to social networks and streams of
information

36. lmpactful- having a powerful effect or making a strong impression
37. logon-goaway
38' Laymanize or laymanise'to simplify (technical information) into a form that can be understood bv ordinarv

people

39. Liveblog - to report (an event) in one's blog as it happens
40. livestream - to broadcast (an event) on the internet as it happens
41 . Lollage - the practice of using the text messaging abbreviation LoL
42. Lolz-avariantspelling of lulz(laughsatsomeoneelse,sorone,sownexpense)
43. New money - money and wealth that has not been inherited
44. Ooiamaflip - a th ing whose name is temporarily forgotten
45' Osteoarchaeology-thebranchofarchaeologythatdealswiththestudyofbonesfoundatarchaeologicalsites
46. Onthe same page-working in harmony
47. Paan - the leaf of the betel tree
48. Photobomb - to intrude into the background of a photograph without the subject's knowledge
49. Pooia-a ritual in honourof the gods, performed eitherat home or in the mandir (temple)
50. Quare-very; remarkably
51. Rowie-abread roll madewith butterand fat
52. sambar-a s Asian deer, cervus unicolor, with three-tined antlers
53' Shabbychic'astyleofinteriordesignthatuseswornordistressedfurnishingstoachievearomanticeffect
54. Sick-good; excellent
55. Sfob-aslovenly, unattractive, andlazyperson
56. SMS'short message service: a system used for sending text messages to and from mobile phones
57' Spin'the practice of presenting news or information in a way that creates a favourable impression
5B' Spinning-thepracticeofpresentingnewsorinformationinawaythatcreatesafavourableimpression
59. Squadoosh-nothing
60. Superfood-afoodthatisconsideredespeciallynutritiousorotherwisebeneficialtohealth
61' Superphone'atelephonewithahigh-speedprocessorthatcanperformmanyofthefunctionsofacomputer
62. Thanx-thankyou
63. Threequel - n. The third fi lm, book, event, etc. in a series; a second sequel.
64. Tiger mother-averystrictmotherwhodemandsthatherchildren reachahigh levelof achievement
65. Totes-totally; completely; entirely
66. Tubing - the activity of riding over water or snow on an inflated tube
67' Tweetup - a meeting at which poeple who communicate with each other via the social networking site Twitter

meetface to face
68. Twitterer - a person who posts messages on the Twitter website
69. Verbal diarrhoea - a tendency to speak at excessive length
70. Vom-tovomit
71 . webapp - an application program that is accessed on the internet
72' Webliography - a list of items published on the internet, esp one indicating sources used in the preparation of a

bookoracademic paper
73. zing-ashorthigh-pitchedbuzzingsound,asofabulletorvibratingstring.
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THANK YOU

Thank you Mama for all your love and care
Thank you for the food you prepare.

Thank you papa for all your hard work
I will prove l'm really worth.
Thank you teachers for knowledge and

discipline,

Even your punishments have a lesson

hidden.

Thank you friends for all the games and fun
I assure l'll have a grudge against none.
Thank you Cod for a wholesome world

I'M A LITTLE SNOW MAN

l'm a little snow man
Round and fat

I have a broom stick
I have a hat

With my friends
I play in the snow
But when the sun shines
It's time to go.

.

KIDDIE TRAIN

Here goes the Kiddie train!
Here goes the Kiddie train!
Our engine at the front
ls little Miss Jane

Blow the whistle hard,
Before we start.

Take care friends,
Not to move fast!

Chuk! Chuk! Runs the train,
Chuk! Chuk! Runs the train,
Round'n round
The big courtyard.

Jimmy! Hold fast!

Johnny! Hold fast!

Don't let our coaches
Fall apart!

MOTHER DEAR

Mother dear

With Cod's help you brought me here
Mother dear

With God's love you kiss every tear
Mother dear

With Cod's teachings l'll always hold you near
Mother dear.

Rujul V. Shivtare

Ashwin Gupta
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A RAINBOW FOR ME

A rainbow for me

Cod did you paint that rainbow especially for me?

You used my favourite colours,

It's up there for me to see.

So I thank you for my rainbow,

I know it's just for me.

But you left it in the sky,

For everyone to see.

lseen Singh

t-A

DADDY'S LITTLE GIRL

You make my life whole
Being adopted by you is mY goal

I love you even when you tell me stuff

Or when you tell me, it's enough

I think you're great,

Putting up with me makes You a saint

I love it when we hang out

I am sorry for making you wanna shout.

I hope the adoption goes through

Daddy, you make me feel brand new

You're the greatest dad in historY.

Soniya S. Kamate
il-c

FRIENDS FOREVER

Make new friends

But keep the old
One is silver
The other is Cold.

A Circle is round

It has no end

That's how long
l'll be your friend.

Across the land

Across the sea,

Friends forever
We'll always be.

wHfrP{ fi{}[] {:R$41f;ffi THAib{fif;t5

When Cod created teachers,

He gave us special friends;

To help us understand His world
And truly comprehend;
The beauty and the wonder

Of everything we see,

And become a better person

With each discovery.

When Cod created teachers,

He gave us special guides;

To show us ways in which to grow

So we can all decide;

How to live and how to do

What's right instead of wrong,

To lead us so that we can lead

And learn, how to be strong.

Why Cod created teachers ?

In His wisdom and His grace,

Was to help us learn to make our world

A better, wiser place.

Ashlynn



WHAT IS THE FULL

FORM OF. INDIA

| - Independent
N - Nation
D - Declared
| -ln
A - August

DON'T WORRY, DON'T

Don't worry, Don't worry!
Trust in the lord
You'll get an award

Don't worry, Don't worry!
The mud is brown
You'll not be drowned.

Don't worry, don't worry!
Your rose is pink
The ship will not sink.

Don't worry, Don't worry!
The leaves are green

You will be the queen.

Don't worry, Don't worry!
The water is blue
Cod will bless you
I said don't worry means don't worry worry!
Never keep frowning
And ever keep smiling.

.tlINI{tn $icril(|{tt p{tnM$

NEWS

N - North
E - East

W - West
S - South

WORRY! SNAIL

Snail upon the wall
Have you got at all
Anything to tell
About your shell
Only this my child
When the wind is wild
Or the sun is hot
It's all l've got.

'R. Gavde
il-F
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LOVE TREES

When you are free
Plant a tree
Keep taking its care
Soon it will contribute its share.

Don't forget your duty
For all around scenic beautv
Let it grow high
And aim to touch the skv.

0 g
ht{-#--$il|ff# ru

Fiza R.

Arnav R.

Ashish Muley
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TEACHER

I look at your face

So calm, so kind

And I feel great joY.

I came to school as a blank Page,

You helped me write good things on it'

I would have written nonsense or thrown the page'

But, your warm smile Prevented me

Often I have erred

And you put me right

With a gentle shake of Your head,

I was a lost child for I knew not where to turn

You held my hand and led me into the land of

knowledge

With infinite love and understanding

I knew not what was right or wrong/

You guided me along the path of truth,

Cently steering me towards its light

I knew not what were riches and joY,

You showed me the riches of knowledge

And the joy in sharing and giving

O teacher, you are indeed the sculptor of my life'

Rishita Singh

IV-C

GLOBAT WARMINC

Clobal warming isn't hard to explain

It leaves mother earth crying with pain

This hurts our planet in every single way

The changes could leave us all in sorrow and dismay

We need to stop it so the temperature doesn't rise

People, plants and animals, we see their demise

Changes in temperature do to the depleting ozone layer

We really don't need it, so that you care

Mother Nature can't do it all, so let's give her a rest

We all need to try our level best

Our planet earth is precious and cannot be replaced

We need to act now or our home will be erased'

Shivali Mishra
lll-H

KNOWTEDGE IS POWER

Knowledge is Power,

Like the head of a tower,

Knowledge is wealth,

For good health.

Knowledge can be stored in the

Corner of our head,

Knowledge is everything,

Creat people have said'

Knowledge will make us further go,

Knowledge is what we have to know,

Knowledge is what we need,

Which will make us alwaYs succeed.

Aditya Nayak

IV-C
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CHILDREN ARE AMAZING
Laughter echo through the skies
- Children are amazing

So young so innocent
- Children are amazing

Carefree yet compassionate and kind
- Children are amazing

From birth to walking and finally speaking ,Dada,

- Children are amazing

Enthusiastic at day, motivated to learn
- Children are amazing

Native and curious, Pristine at night
- Children are amazing

Heaven sent, Cod's little miracles
- Children are amazing

Working young, carrying snacks heavier than them
- Children are amazing

Selfless, working for their families
- Children are amazing

Naked in the streets, asking for money to eat
- Children are amazing

Dreams to nightmares, hearts strengthened in m
- Children are amazing

Staying resilient through adversity and poverty
- That is truly amazing

Rohan

IV-C

Rishita Singh
IV-C

SCUBA DIVE

Dive up and down
Dive up and down
Motion in the ocean is all around

Come, come, come with me
Take a dive in a deep blue sea.
Put on your snorkel
Let's explore the - Ocean floor

See, the octopus! Really so dark,
Watch that fish looks like shark.
Look at that oyster wearing pearls
But that snail is wrapped in its curls.

Dive up and down
Dive up and down
Motion in the ocean is all around.

0
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WINNER VERSUS LOSERS

Winners are always part of the answer,
Losers are always part of a problem

Winners make commitments,
Losers make promises.

Winners have dreams,
Losers have schemes.

Winners are part of a team,
Losers are apart from them.

Winners see the gain,
Losers see the pain

Winners are like a thermostat,
Losers are like a thermometer.

Winners choose what they say
Losers say what they choose.

Adarsh Ayushman



True friends are like diamonds, costly, rare and rich

False friends are like dry old leaves found everywhere

There are many ships, small ships, big ships

But there is no ship like friendship

Friendship is like a flower that blooms in sun or shade

The friend, who knows its value, will never let it fade

is for the funny things you say that make me smile

ll - is for the radiant way you light up my life

I - is for the intelligence that you have shown you possess

ll - is for the excellence you strive for each and every day

N - is for the nice things you say and do :,:,,,,i,,

- is for the daring that you say once in a while

- is for the way you selflessly give of yourself

- is for your helping way I know I can count on

- is for the interesting things you share with me

- is for passion You have for life!!

D

s
H

I
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Friends are Cod's best gift in life

They are an inspiration and source of light

They give us satisfaction and make us bright

What should I saY, theY make our life?

They make the worst day the best day of our life'

Whenever we are sad they bring a smile

They take our madness and anger sometimes

And try to convince us to make everything right

They know us from within deep inside

We are an open book in front of them, and they can read us anytime

We can share our joys and sorrows with them, and they are ready to sacrifice their lives'

Our sorrows are related to their sorrows, our joys are related to their joys

They make us very so sPecial

The pain of losing a friend is more than the pain of a lost treasure

So people value them 'coz friends once lost can't be gained again

'Alone I can say - But together we shout'

Alone I can smile- but together we can laugh'

'Alone I enjoy- but together we can celebrate'

That's the beauty of friendship that will always remain'

lf vou are alone, l'll be Your shadow

lf you want to cry, l'll be your shoulder

lf you need to be happy, l'll be your smile

But anytime you need a friend

l'll iust be me.

Shrutika
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The water in the ditches,
Here and there,
ls of no use.

Rather, it stinks or spreads
Foul smell everywhere.
But the waters of the river
Water the fields,

Quench the thirst of many people,
Wash the dirt.
So do not follow a dirty canal,
But follow the river.
Utilize your life to uplift others.
This way you will make
Your life pious, ideal.
A man, on the contrary,
Misuses his life,
Tortures others,
ls no better than a dirty canal,
Which spreads foul smell everywhere.
Such persons are useless to the societv.

lshita Goyal
VI-A

Learn and gain education,
Be free from confusion,
Drive out every doubt,
Be happy and be stout.

Only true education,
Brings us to civilization.
Cives us prosperity,
Peace, pleasure and modesty.

Only true education,
Drives away superstition
Darkness, cruelty and violence.
More you learn, more you gain,
Through a perfect education.

Education, Education,
Helps us in communication,
Creates our lengthy vision,
Enables us to achieve the mission.

VI -A

ffi Mudit
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Every breath you take
Is a challenge to live,
A Challenge to keep your dreams alive!
Every smile you give
ls a Challenge to win,
A Challenge to win the heart!

Every tear that rolls out,
ls a challenge to succeed,
A Challenge to rise after a fall!

Every friend you make
ls a challenge to commitment !

C
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HOMEWORK

Homework, oh! Homework how boring are you?

I fall asleep when homework I do.

Whenever you come/ You come in a ton,

And your coming messes up all the fun.

I want to play the whole daY

But because of you I can't PlaY.

Homework you're so bad, what more should I say?

When homework was not there, I was so happy and gay'

I want to throw You out in the rain,

Or put you in a dirtY drain.

Homework, oh! Homework you really stink,

I want to drain You away in the sink'

THE LITTLE RABBIT

Today the rain was Pouring,
So it was very boring.

Suddenly I heard a sound at the door,

And a cute little rabbit, hopped onto the floor'

His fur was white and gold,

And it was shivering from cold.

Then he hopped onto mY skirt,

Suddenly I saw its leg was hurt.

Then I went to mY mother and asked,

lf I could go to the vet'

She thought it was verY funnY,

And said, "But You don't have a Pet."

So I told her about the bunnY,

She found it verY funnY

So we went to the vet,

Luckily no medicine was sent.

The bunny did not weep/

It just went off to sleeP.

VI -A

Shreya Singh

VI -A

VOICE OF AN ANGEL

I fell asleep to the voice of an angel last night,

She brought comfort to mY soul.

Her syllables had been formed in heavens

blessed light.

For it was from Cod's history that she did

recite.

Though we have known each other for a time

that's so slight,

It seems as if our relationship has been formed

with foresight.

Ohl I wish to see her in white,

On that great day of Lord we all unite.

Beth is her name, anyone beholding her sight

Shall be caught bY her beautY.

A lovelier lass could have Cod formed outright,

Her brightness obscuring all the stars, moon

and sunlight.

Archisha Sinhal
VI -B

Anoushka Dutta



END OF THE RAT RACE

I woke up one morning
The sun shone on my face.
I started imagining
The end of the rat race.

There no one would ever
Hurry or scurry.

And there wouldn't be
Even a trace of worry.

I never understood
What people ever get,
By hurrying all the time
They don't know too, I bet!

Everyth ing went smoothly
At least, in my land.
No situation ever got
Too much out of hand.

I loved dreaming this dream
How I wish it was true.
And if this land would be real
I bet, you'd be there too!

KritiGupta
VII- B

$HNIOn $cH{t(|t P{tIiDI[i
Little Things

Little drops of water,
Little grains of sand,
Make the mighty ocean
And the pleasant land.

Thus the little minutes,
Humble though they be,
Make the mighty ages

Of eternity.

Little deeds of kindness.
Little words of love,
Make our earth on Eden

Like the heaven above.

Like seeds of mercy
Sown by youthful hands
Crown to bless the nations
Far in heathen lands

CRICKET IS IIKE AN EXAM

1) Classes - Coaching camps
2) Teacher - Coaches

3) Examination Hall - Pitch

4) Examiner - Umpire
5) Students - Batsman

6) Subject Teachers - Bowlers

7) Questions - Balls

B) Tough Questions - Fast bowlers
9) Tough Marking - Good fielding

10) Distinction - Century
1 1) Progress report - Score board
12) End of exams - End of series

Amitav Soni
VII -C

Taniya Naik
VI-C

Ryan Rappai

VI -B

TO MY PARENTS, THANK YOU

You were always there to help me,
You were always there to guide me.
You were always there to laugh with me,
You were always there to cry with me.
But most important you were always
there to love me,
And I want to assure you that I am
always here to love you.



POEM - COMFORT ZONE

I used to have a comfort zone

Where I know I couldn't fail'

The same four walls of busY work

Were reallY more like jail'

I longed so much to do things

l'd never done before,

But I staYed inside mY comfort zone

And faced the same old floor'

I said it didn't matter

That I wasn't doing much,

That I didn't care for things

Like diamonds, furs and such'

I claimed to be busY

With the thing inside mY zone/

But deeP inside I longed for

Something sPecial for mYself'

I couldn't let mY life go bY

Just watching others win'

i n"tO my breath and stepped outside

And let the change begin'

I took a steP with a new strength

That l'd never felt before'

I kissed mY comfort zone "Cood- BYe"

And let the change begin'

lf You are in a comfort zone

Afraid to venture out'

Remember all winners were

At one time filled with doubt'

A steP or two and a word of Praise

Can make Your dreams come true'

Greet Your future with a smile

Success is there for You'

$IiNr{}n $cH{t{}L P{}$pt$i

COSMETICS!

It feels like Poison

When ltrY,

l'm skePtical about,

What will haPPen when I buYl

They're so horrible

Ohl These cosmetics,

All these blushers

And eye shadows and liPsticks!

Cosmetics, is something,

They advertise all the time'

They say it's made of herbal products

Fragranced with apples, berries and limel

Pratima
vll

Dumpala
-C

What is the use

of making Your hair into a Puff?

I would Prefer being natural

l'm frank enough!

A HAPPY HOME

4 cups of love

5 spoons of hoPe

2 cups of loYaltY

2 spoons tenderness

3 cups forgiveness

4 quarts faith

1 cup friendshiP

1 barrel of laughter

Take love and loyalty, mix thoroughly with faith'

Blend it with tenderness' kindness and

understanding'Addfriendshipandhope.Sprinkle
abundantly with laughter' Bake it with sunshine'

Serve daily with generous helpings'
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SPEAK GENTI.Y

Speak gentlyl - lt is far better
To rule by love, than fear _
Speak gently - let not harsh words mar
The good we might do here!

Speak gently! - Love doth whisper low
The vows that true hearts bind;
And gently Friendship's accents flow;
Affection's voice is kind.

Speak gently to the little child!
Its love be sure to gain;
Teach it in accents soft and mild
It may not long remain.

Speak gently to the young, for they
Will have enough to bear
Pass through this life as best they may,
'Tis full of anxious care!

Speak gently to the aged one,
Grieve not the care_worn heart;
The sands of life ur" nuurly l"rn,
Let such in peace deparil

Speak gently, kindly, to the poor,
Let no tone which is harsh be heard,
They have enough they must endure,
Without an unkind word!

Speak gently to the erring _ know.
They may have toiled in vain;
Perhaps unkindness made them so;
Oh, win them back again!

Speak genrly! ,tis a little thing,
Dropped in the heart's deep well;
The good, the joy, which it may bring,
Eternity shall tell.

IN SEARCH OF MY TOST FRTEND

The day was dark and gloomy
The path was wet with snow
When I was walking sadly
Through the apple woods of Bellinqdow

The quiet hill and frolin lake
And the blooming winter flowers,
All were covered with white snow flake
And fallen icy showers

I was walking in search of my snow white dog
Who has been my friend since I was small.
Until one day he was lost in the fog
And didn't even come after my call.

I searched for him behind the bushes and sward
Looking for him everywhere.
I thought of moving a little forward
But, still he could be seen nowhere.

I blew a whistle now and then
Gave my usual call as well,
I hoped I could hear his bark again
Or the sound of his ringing collar bell.

My eyes were filled with tears
And my heart was filled with sorrow.
I couldn't find my friend of many years
So, I went back hoping to find him tomorrow.

Akansha Ghosh
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Dedicated, optimistic, compassionate, talented, obliging and reliable, Mrs. Anjali Deore, is someone who by every
definition is a great teacher. Let's have a close look and find out more about her.

1. How long have you been with Bishop's?

It's been seven years now.

2. Whydidyouchoosetobeateacher?

I chose to be a teacher because I was enamoured by that profession.

Forty five years ago, teachers were respected and looked upon as 'Gurus' in the true sense. I enjoy being with
children and teaching has become a passion with me.

3. What motivatesyoutocometoschool every morning?

The thought of meeting my students and my colleagues and seeingthe joyful faces of my little ones motivates me.

4. What is your motto in life?

Be happyand make others happy.

5. What's something nice about the students in this generation in contrast to the students in your generation?

Awareness - Present day students are very aware of all that is happening around them

Smart - They are smarter as they get a lot of exposure through school and by parents.

6. What's the happiest moment in your life?

Of course the birth of my first grand child, and also when I had 10 students from my class among the first 20 rank
holders in the State board exams inJammu.

7. What message would you like to give to the students?

Make the best of the opportunity you have got as you are the lucky few among millions, so that there are no regrets
later.

NICOLA MASCARENHAS
VI-A
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The Editorial Panel is grateful to all the contributions of the articles included in the present issue of the
'Crozier'. lt also expresses gratitude to the following members of the staff without whose untiring
efforts and dedication this project could not have seen the light of the day: Mr. C. Gaynor, Mrs.
Dhamdhere, Mrs. Alex, Mrs. Coutinho, Mrs. Lokhande, Mrs. Aich, Mrs. Paul, Mrs. Kamble, Mrs.
D'souza, Mrs. Tarapore and Mrs. Inamdar.

Mrs. Alex Mrs. Coutinho

Mrs. Paul

Mrs. Dhamdhere

Mrs. KambleMrs. Lokhande Mrs. R. Aich

Mrs. D'souza Mrs. InamdarMrs. Tarapore
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Briefly, a CROZIER is the staff carried by a Bishop. lt is used to
orotect and lead the faithful. The crook at the too of the staff is used
to draw those who stray from the faith. In effect it is considered to be

both a rod and a staff, a rod for goading or punishing the spiritually
lazy, and the staff for leading the flock in ways that are Godly.
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